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Computer to
aid students
•
1n research
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writer

A trip to the library can
often lead to frustration and
confusion for many students.
Even those who u se the
libr a ry regularly have
trouble finding materials.
Stress-due-to-library frus tration will soon be over. The
Waterfield Library is in the
process of installing a
computer system available to
the public.
The system will allow
users to look up materials
quicker and easier than
using the card catalogue.
• Coy Harmon, dean of
libraries, is excited about the
project.
, "I've been working on this
project for eight years," he
said. "Early in the spring
semester, you should be able
to use the computers although
not all the systems will be
ready. It should be fully
operational by July 1, 1993."
• Harmon said the hardware
has been installed. and tested
and some people have been
trained. The circulation staff
Will be trained in December.
"So far, all preparations
have been internal," he said.
"Over the ChriiStplU break,
6efore the spril;,\g .semester
starts, we will inak.e fllPl

Hefty price
tag hangs
on postseason play

HANGING THE GREEN

By JAMES LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

intensive effort to bar code
materials."
Harmon said a bar code is
a specific number each item
will have and be identified
by through the computer.
Materials will be checked in
and out by scanning this
number.
He said the computer
system will offer several
services to users.
• Not only will you be able to
look up specific materials,
the computer will tell you
where it can be found, if it is
available or checked out or if
the book is on order.
Students will also be able to
reserve books for themselves
if what they want is checked
out. The computer will also
display a waiting list for that
book, if there is one, and
where you are on it.
Susan Dunman, systems
administrator, said the
computers will be easy to use.
"It's going to be an easy
system to use," she said. "It
is here to make life easier,
not more difficult for people."
Dunman said the system
will allow easier access to
library materials.
"There will be more ways
to imd information. You
don't even have to know the
P.lease see ~IBRARY

Pl'loto by RON RUGGLES

Ralph Duncan, operatlona aupervlaor at the Currls Center, helpa get this year's
Chrlatmas tree ready for the holld~ys. Murray Stlt! University's Hanging of the
Green will ~ Sunday In the Currla Center. For more Information see page 10.
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By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

Als&~ate Edftor

Aa a reeu1t of the iucident involriDB 12 Pi Kappa Alpha
ht.erDity .b.u had all eocial 8ftDta
pledp8 OJl Nov. 22,
8Up8DC)e4..,. ~~~ awe U~venity.
Joe ~ dinc:tor of 1ibe Newe Bureau, uid the Pikee
C8D.DOt hold aDJ aocial t\mdiona ·includina parti.ea and
mixen• ..Thia ._peuion al10 iDcluclea partiCipation in

u..

mtramura.t atldetict.

The ,..,~ of IOCial activiti~ will remain iD. eft'e<:t '
util t.he. M$U 'udicial Boud bean aU eviCienee and
Pttoto by CHERI STUART

According to Murray Pollee Department reports, 12 PI Kappa Alpha pledges were
allegedly Involved In an Incident Nov. 22 at Rivera Courta that apparently reaulted
In a woman being treated for complication• concerning her pregnancy.

bruises and abrasions, and
for observation because of
complications concerning
her pregnancy, according to
police reports.
Joe Chaney, faculty sponsor
and spokesman for the
fraternity, said the chapter
was not involved in this
incident.
''The pledges decided,
without the knowledge of Pi
Kappa Alpha or even the
pledge master, to go over and
do what is called a carryoo()ft'
or an ACE job," he said.

Chaney said during a
"carryoo()ft'" pledges will take
the active and tape him up so
he will not resist or call
another active.
He said during the pledges
attempt to "carryoo()ft"' Clark,
Mrs. Clark "got very upset
and some unintentional
bumping and shoving went
on, but nobody intended to
hurt anybody.
"For the guys involved,
Quintin and the pledges, it
was a game, but for her it
wasn't," Chaney said.

$553,000,000

rr.:ll

~t

it amounted to is that
the pledges made a terrible
judgement choice and some
very poor decisions."
Chaney said the reason the
pledges cut the phone linea
was not for evil intent.
"The reason the phone
linea were cut was not to be
malicious, it was so that
Tami and Terri . (Tucker,
Mrs. Clark's sister) would
not get on the phone and call
an active. They (the pledges)
Please see PIKES

A CLOSER LOOK

\;~Graduation after-life

From April 4, 1989 through June
1992, the- Kentucky Lottery's total
sales grew to $962,000,000. Here Is
how It was divided up:

Retailer
Commlssrons

Judicial board to
examine possible
hazing violations
~ LEIGtt'LANOINI

Where does it go?

$54,000,000

To get to the National
Invitational
Volleyball
Championship, Murray State
University's team had to
overcome two obstacles.
They got past the first one
in four games against
Austin Peay State University
Nov. 22.
The second one, a $2,500
price tag on the trip to the
NIVC, bas proved a little
trickier.
While the team has a
budget of nearly $59,000,
there are no funds built into
the budget for post·season
play. In fact, only $6,000 of
the team 's budget is
earmarked for travel.
"I don't know if we would
have been able to go (to the
NIVC) if we would have had
to fly," said head coach
Brenda Bowlin.
The team drove to the
tournament being held in
Kansas City, Mo., Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
"That would be a shame to
get invited and not be able to
go," she said.
Much of the money, she
said, is probably coming
from her pool budget, which
ia $2,993. This money is
usually ueed for postage and
other miscellaneous needs.
Please see TRAVEL
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·Grand jury to decide Pike incident
A grand jury is expected to
hand down a 9ecision Dec. 11
regarding
an
alleged
incident involving 12 Pi
Kappa Alpha pledges, an
..active and his pregnant wife.
The
Murray
Police
Department and Murray
State University officials are
investigating the alleged
incident that occurred Nov.
' 22 at approximately 10:30
·p.m. at ' the residence of
•Quintin and Tami Clark in
Murray's Rivera Courts.
The group of 12 pledges
from the local Epsilon
Lambda chapter are alleged
to have entered the residence
after cutting the telephone
line .
According to the Murray
Police reports, the alleged
incident stemmed from an
attempt to abduct Clark, an
active member of the
fraternity.
Mrs. Clark, who is five
months pregnant, was hit in
the stomach several times as
well as being thrown down,
according to police reports.
The men left with Clark, who
returned to the house several
hours later.
' While Clark was gone
'Mrs. Clark was taken to
' Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for treatment of

December 4, 1992

$267,000,000

$88,000,000
Earned for
Kentucky

Operations/
Marketing

~ource: KENTUCKY LOTTERY ANNUAL REPORT Graphic
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Prizes
by HEATHER BEGLEY

The rapidly approaching end of the semester signifies a time for rest for many students, but
for others, it is time to begin thinking about life
after graduation.
Recent economic problems can be attributed to lack of jobs. but more studeirts are
finding that a master's or other graduate or
professional degree will enhance education and
can help in the job seach.
The Mu"ay State News looks at this Issue.

di8cidM the cue, he aiel.
"Tba 8Cticm. that baa been. takeli by the UD.innity ia only

'IIDW the i:Dveatiption. ia complete,• aaid Mike YolJDI,
~

auiatan.t to the uaodate vice prelident

ltadent afl'aira.

or

YOUDI laid the judicial, boatel is currently gathering
idmDation. about the i.Dcident.
"W•'re-- JGiD1 to n'llh into
be aaid.
the ,, ;ll~veraity judici&l board will examine the
~ ~Of f.b,t haJinl policy lor th• whole fraternity, and
t.Url....-.I.·•Witb b matter for iJ1cti:ricluale, lfedPe •aid. ·
Ttae UniVetillty po1iq defiMJ bawin1 a1 any on- or offcampu acthity that renlte in men.tal or physical
harlloment, humiliation, tte,radation, ridiCille, ahock,
eadu&er.meat, phJ*al diaftpration. ac:Haive fatigue,
. . . . . to health, 01' m'f'Ohmtary con.aumpt;ion of alcohol or

this:

chui•·
l'leueiHJUDICIAL
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Christmas cheer

Index

Murray State University students who
have been hitting the books in preparation for final exams, will have a chance
to take a break from burning the midnight oil this weekend.
The Murray State Housing Program
Council is getting the campus in the ·
Christmas spirit by sponsoring what
has becaome a movie classic, "Miracle
on 34th Street."
The film will be shown free of charge
in the Curris Center Theatre, third floor
beginning at 7 p.m.
There will be no admission charged
for the event.
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NEWSBRIEFS
General equivalency test offered
The counseling and testing center will be offer ing the GED
for anyone who does not have a high school diploma.
Available dates are Jan. 19 and 20, Feb. 9 and 10 and March
2 and 3.
The test consists of five different tests including writing
skills, social studies, science, mathematics and interpreting
literature and the arts. Individual tests can be taken for $3
each .
For more information call 762-6851.

Journalism with a KICK!

Training center names director

Thanks for giving
us an AWESOME

Retired Army Col. Jimmie B. Quinn has been named the
new director of the Occupational Safety and Health Training
Center at Murray State University.
Quinn earned his bachelor degree from Henderson State
University in Arkansas and a master's degree from the
University of Arkansas. He has also served 26 years in the
Army. In September, he replaced the center's acting director,
Henry A. Walters, a visiting professor in occupational safety
and health engineering.

Faculty chosen to teach abroad
Six Murray State University faculty members have been
chosen to teach in Scotland, England and Ireland by the
Cooperative Center for Study in Britain (CCSB), a Kentuckybased consortium of universities conducting study programs
in Great Britain and Ireland.
Chosen faculty include Danny Harrison, Assistant Dean of
the MSU College of Business and Public Affairs; Bill Payne,
assistant to the vice-president of academic and studen t affairs; Judy Payne, instructor in the department of home
economics; Kenneth Tucker, professor of English; John
Dressler, assistant professor of music; and Gene Garfield,
associate professor of political science.

Addams Fellowships available
The Indiana University Center on Philanth ropy seeks
qualified applicants for its Jane Addams Fellowships in
Philanthropy program. Jane Addams, a noted late
19-<:entury social reformer, devoted her life to philant hropy
and community service. The program, in its third year, was
created in the spirit of Addams to help maintain the vitality
and integrity of America's philanthropic tradition.
Each fellow awards a $15,000 salary and 12 graduate
credits. The application deadline is Feb. 15, 1993. For more
information, call (317) 274-4200.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Open Hous e. The department of home economics will host an open
house from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Dec. 8.

~

• Seminar. A seminar titled "The Use and Care of Laboratory
Animals" will be presented from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 10
in the Curris Center. Speakers Include Steve White, assistant professor of biological science, Terry Canerdy, assistant professor of
agriculture, and Douglas Erbeck, assistant professor of veterinary
medicine.~Admission is free.
• Meeting. The advertising club will have its last meeting of the
semester at 4 p.m. on Dec. 8 in Wilson Hall room 213.

-MIXER-

You guys are great!
L~~

t

..

The Sisters o
Alpha Delta

'f,;

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Brum Kassing, freshman senator for the Student
Government Association, passes out Information on
AIDS to Shane Stratton, a sophomore advertising
major from Sturgis, at Lovett Auditorium on World
AIDS Awareness Day Tuesday.

• Symposium. The College of Humanistic Studres will present a symposium on ''The Oldest South: Nattve American Legacies" Dec. 8 and
9 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Wrather Museum auditonum. For more information call 762·6936.

1304 Chestnut St.
· Dixieland Shopping Center
769-1972

• Fellowship. The Campus Ministers Association would like everyone
to join them from 9 to 10:30 p.m . on Dec. 8 at the Curris Center
Gameroom for free pool, bowling and refreshments to celebrate the
birth of Christ.

ea.- •

• Winter Coat Collection. The American Humanics programs Is
sponsoring a winter coat collection in cooperation with Boone's
Cleaners, the Family Resource Center of the Calloway County School
System and the Murray-Callaway County Jaycees. The coats may be
dropped off at Sparks Hall, the Curris Center, Faculty Hall, Waterfield
Library, Carr Health Building, Wai-Mart and K-Mart.

College Shirt• IJceued NPL,
NBA. MLB BaD Team ShllU • ca.- •
Endangered Specie. Shlrta • Llcen•ed
Hadey-Davict.on Shirb 6: Capa • WDdllfe
Shirb • Smith & Weuon Shirt• • Back to
Earth 8h.lrb •American Hunting CoDectlon
Shirb • Lettering • Comic T·Shirb • Fish
Story Shirts • Earrings • Blank T-8hhU

• Concert. The Murray State Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Dennis Johnson, will present a concert at 3:30p.m. on Nov. 22 in the Annex Recital Hall of Doyle Price Fine Arts Center. Admission Is free.

Sleeve Sweatahlrta • Southwut &Indian
~ eBand•nu.

and Sweatah.irb • Heat Traufen • Set-In

- - No Experience Necessary

WORLDWIDE EXPOSURE..
DIS1RIBUTION TO MANY TOP
MODELING AND ADVERTISING
AGENCIES..
Soon to begin publication

MODEL SEARCH
MAGAZINE
' Wayne Stafford

'"'be Shepherd of Loft Ia
GuJdlD& Our Way."

437·4041
Agent Consultant

Photographer

Other promo
services
available

Paid .AdvertJ.sement

(Secretary)
_____. . . . yn Humphreys
nal+/ S
ChJti.rmart)
be~nathy

IESEBVE

t:!~

·::~·

He
Tina Mad
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE JNmAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army
feel . They even pay a fiat rate for textROTC award1 scholuships to hundreds of
bookl and IUppUu . You can a1lo receive
tal ented studenta. If you quali!y, ~ an allowance of up to $1000 each
theae merit·bued acholanh1p1 can
• chool y ear the 1cholar1hlp 11 in
help you pay tuition .nd ed ucational
effect. Find out today If you qualify.

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIIITESTIDIEG£

COIJIISE'IUU CII'IIIE.

For more information
Contact Captain Todd Harrison
(502) 762-4123
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Salary cuts discussed
at Faculty Senate
Butts said. "It was my
opinion at that time that that
Editor In Chief
Budgets, pay reductions was by and large what the
and athletics are still hot faculty wanted instead of
topics on Murray State other concessions and I have
since realized that that was
University's campus.
Two members of the not right."
The two Regents also
Murray State Board of
discussed
a policy position
Regents addressed these and
other topics during a Monday paper, approved at the last
meeting of the Faculty board meeting, that calls for
a ten percent reduction in
Senate.
athletics
during the next
Regents' chairman James
Butts, who was a member of three years.
the board that voted· to cut
"I would hope we would
faculty and staff salaries by have more (problems) if we
two percent, said if the vote were doing away with the
were taken now, he might be chemistry department. But
against the reduction.
we want everyone to share
"I have an entirely their part of the load," Butts
different opinion now than I said.
did when I voted on the
There are several ways to
budget and on those issues," increase revenues to help
By KRISTIE HELMS

Assistant News Editor

A new office has recently
been created on campus that
will streamline all of the
scholarship applications and
records.
Carmen Garland, newly
appointed associate director of
school
relations
and
coordinator for university
scholarships, will operate the
office in school relations.
Garland said the purpose of
this action was to create an
office that would act as a
cle aring house for all
scholarship activity.
"The scholarship office
was established to have a
consistent and constant
coordination for all Murray
State scholarships," she said.
The idea for the central
scholarship office emerged
sottre.. of the confusion
J•~t l ht

~

that
resulted
from
scholarships awarded from
the individual departments
on campus. The departments
do not have the same policy
regarding scholarships and
some also do not require
contracts.
"Through efforts of the
Office of Development and
Alumni Affairs and the MSU
Foundation, we've worked
hard to streamline the
selection process," Garland
said.
She said one way this new
office helps scholarship
activity is because all
information
regarding
scholarships will be fed into
this office. This will allow
anyone that is in a position to
award a scholarship to check
a potential recipient's grade
point average and full-time
status. They can also chec

iA:"wt•snnP .. ·
"" ,

.,~~ ill"'·~P.

,
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.., .....~~

By AMY GREWE

absorb present and possible Ass•stant News Editor
future budget cuts from the
After speaking with James
state, Sid Easley, vice- Butts and Sid Easley, chair
chainnan of the board, said. and vice chair of the Board of
Regents, about the direction
"One way is to raise tuition they would like to see
and fees. But when you raise Murray State University take
that tuition, you exclude in the future, the Faculty
students," Easley said. Senate held ita monthly
"Another way is to increase meeting Tuesday, Dec. 1.
enrollment and that gives
Steve Mark, assistant
you more money."
professor of office systems
Keeping students at and business education, will
Murray State will also replace Ken Carstens,
increase enrollment, Easley profesaor of sociology ,
said.
anthropology and social
work,
as academic council
"About the only way we're
going to improve that representative.
Nancey France, chair of
(retention) is in advisement.
I think the biggest effort rules, regulations and
should be with that advisor bylaws reported the deadline
administrative
and with that student," for
evaluations has
been
Easley said.
extended to noon on Dec. 7.
France also said a signature
is no longer required on the
evaluation aa long as it is
placed in an envelope and
given to the department
senator.
Nominations were then
made to fill the vacancy on
to see if the scholarship will the University Judicial
result in an overaward.
Board. Nominees include
Some
negative
con- Steve White, assistant
sequences may occur if a professor of biological
student is overawarded that science, Betty Powell,
many scholarship donors assistant professor of
and recipients do not know. nursing, Bobby Malone,'
Students
who
are profe11or of education
overawarded can lose their leadership and counseling
campus
employment, and Peggy Schrock, assistant
financial aid or other professor of art.
A resolution which was
scholarships.
recommended
by
the
Another benefit' from the
Executive
Committee
was
central scholarship office is also passed. The resolution
a reduction in operating states ''The Faculty Senate of
expenses.
Murray State University
There used to be copies of commends and supports the
scholarship
recipients' recent efforts of the Murray
folders for the Office of State University Board of
Development and Alumni Regents to redirect the focus
Affairs, MSU Foundation of the University more
and School Relations, but toward its primary function
now we can get by with one of classroom instruction and
copy of each folder, file and pledges its cooperation in that
ecord!!,. Garland said.
endeavor."

Central.scholarship office to
streamline application process
By JENNIFER MOORE

BOR applauded
for redirecting
focus of MSU

'1tlU •
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POUCEBEAT
Nov. 18
3:41 p.m.- There were no injuries in an auto accident by
Howton Agricultural Building.
5:21p.m.- Report of headlight covers stolen from a Suzuki
Sarnari in the Racer Arena parking lot.
8:35p.m.- Small paper fire on 3rd floor of Hester Hall. No
damage.
11:31 p.m.- Non-student visiting a student in Elizabeth
Hall broke door glass when leaving building.
Nov. 19
11:14 a .m.- Large amount of concrete nails scattered in
the I & T parking lot.
2:41 p.m.- Freshman Diane Taylor of Louisville reported
her bookbag stolen from Winslow Cafeteria.

Nov. 20
1:13 p.m.- Regents Hall requested an ambulance for sick
student.
Trace Walker of Dexter reported his radar detector stolen
from his vehicle parked behind. Franklin Hall. Actual incident occured 11-14-92.
6:09 p.m.- There were no injuries in an auto accident in
the stadium parking lot.

Nov. 21

10:04 a.m.- Coffee pot left on in 103 Faculty Hall. Officer
unplugged pot.
3:18p.m.- Window broken in Lovett Auditorium.
11:48 p.m.- 12-speed, blue Huffy Mountain Bike stolen
from White Hall area.
Nov. 22
12:10 a.m.- Lights out on 1st floor of Franklin Hall following a smoke detector alarm.
Graduate student, David Ross, 221 Cedar St., Dover, Tenn.,
was arrested by Stewart County Police Department for
possession of marijuana and possession of paraphernalia.

Nov. 23

Murray State student Darrell White, 700 Broad, Murray,
was arrested by the Murray Police Department on charge of
one count trafficking cocaine.
Murray State student Joe Campbell, 502 Broad Street,
Murray, was charged by the Murray Police Department with
one count trafficking marijuana less than eight ounces and
one count trafficking a controlled substance within 1000
yards of a school.

Nov.24

11:51 a .m.- Student reported the air let out ofher car tires
near Hester Hall. This is the second time this has happened.
12:51 p.m.- Domestic problem in 700 block of College
Courts.
1:11 p.m.- Telephone call indicated person taking a bicycle from Waterfield area. No contact.

Nov. 25

Basement window broken out of Old West Side Baptist
Church.

Nov.26

Domestic problem

Nov.27

in~~,g~ 1 of College

Courts.

Resident cooking on 2nd floor of Clark Hall. Over cooked
and set off smoke detector. No fire.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Andrea Jones, staffwriter, from materials auailable to the public
aJ the public safety office and the Murray Police DepartrMnt.
•,
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MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET ~,!'
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Saturday Dec. 5
at 7 p.m.
in Curris Center Theater
Free Admission

All

•

For Sale!

Quitting Business
, -:~, Every Single Item
...~ ~ ·~· In The Store Is On
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and

Party Dresses

1/2
off
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"Swarovald"
Sliver Crystal,
FtgurlDa,
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40°/0
off
Daytona Beach Spring Break '93 will feature spirited debates
on 5Ubjecte including the Mi55 Hawaiian ~ Beauty Pageant,
body-building contest s and a whole lot more. It'll "e Darwin's
theory of natural selection at its most entertaining along
the 23 miles of Daytona Beach. For more information, call
1-000-8 54-1234 for your free Spring Break Planning Kit .
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL

Judicial Board
must take stand
The current court case charging several
members of the Pi Kappa Alpha social fraternity
with assault should be addressed by the Murray
State University Judicial Board.
Even though the case must be allowed to run its
course in the court system, the Judicial Board
must also take a stand on the issue.
Judicial Board can prove itself as a true
dispenser of justice if it takes action in this
situation. They will not be able to ride the fence in
an issue of this magnitude and keep their
credibility.
Fingers should not be pointed or guilt assumed
in this case, but whatever action Judicial Board
chooses to take, it must be binding and not waver
as circ~stances change.
If Judicial Board takes action regarding the
incident involving the Pike members, it will prove
that the Greek organizations on campus will be
held responsible for their actions the same as
everybody else. This can only serve to improve the
relationships between Greeks and non-Greeks by
proving that Greeks do not get away with offenses
simply because they are members of Greek
organizations.

Coincidence has
happy endings
Everyone has had at least;
one
little
interesting
coincidence occur in their
lives.
Mine began when I found
out that a good friend, Amy
Helm Wilson who also works
at The Murray State News,
started dating her boyfriend,
now husband, the exact same
day and year that I started
dating :tny boyfriend, now
husband.
The funny part was that
Amy and I did not know each
other at the time. We did not
discover the interesting fact
until we had been friends for
some time.
The truly funny part began
when we both got engaged.
Even though she was proposed
to seven months before I was,
I ended up beating her to the
altar. The story behind that is
even funnier (at least to us).

.Volleyball team
does M~Ulul.,proud
We extend congratulations to the Murray State
University women's volleyball team for recently
winning the Ohio Valley Conference
championship and for being invited to participate
in the National Invitational Volleyball
Championship in Kansas City, Mo., this
weekend.
Both feats are not only accomplishments for the
team members who had to adjust to a new coach
this year, but they are also a good representation
for Murray State. High school students interested
in playing college volleyball may view these
accomplishments as proof that Murray State has
the kind of program in which they want to be a
part.
It is sometimes easy to overlook a sport such as
volleyball with more prominent sports such as
football and basketball taking the spotlight so
often. The volleyball players, however, have done
an outstanding job of making themselves stand
out.
We wish the team members and the coaching
staff the best of luck in Kansas City. No matter
what the outcome, we know that the team will
continue to make Murray State proud.
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ol..udfer Wohlleb, atclft' wrtt.er.; .Jad Cool!. llciU.a 1 ' - , .._ .......,
pbltoJrwphere; .Jiaale nptoa. Ull.lltant adft'l'tlciiDa ~ Dawa llarle W~
bam-. mmqw; .JW .A.IdiUI, . . . . _ . Blaaklnani.IDa DuDIIIp, . . _ rt
p•,

KallyMoiBUn,St..-haak'MIII'nT,•dv«ttWnf..-;BrJaaAIII--."*-TAD.Ua.

Carrie Brady, .JW Eclelea, Mary Butb.l, ToU,_. JoJIT, Monloa ~,culYert.i.lin(
produc:tlco; vtr:pda Buobaaua, Claartta Jo.._, _,.._ ~ra; Onllloe
Benul-. CC~~QPUter t.echnieilm.
'
0

•

n. Marroy StGU NfiW•

Ia praparad end fldit..s by joumalblm .tuct.nu v.ocl« the
ad~ o( Dr. Ann L. Lend1nl, a.ubtant pro(tn the deputm.nt c{~
and radioWm.lan. Oplnicna u-pr.....t a. lhMecltM ecli&ora&Ddotber lllped writen.
'lbl.. optnioM do not _,uy nprN~nt the mw c{ joarnallaal r.c:dy or the
Unlvenlty. Th11ia an omcW puhHcati.an of Murray State U~.
TM ltlwroy Sttm N•w• wekom.. letter. to the ectttor. The d..utne fc.- .ubmlWDc t.
4 p.m. an lbl Manday priar to Frldcay'• pap«. x..tt.ra ara yab1111beclu ..,_.now., end
tbe NfiW• ..-ne tbe rlcht to
lett.ra to ~arm with lltyM end ..,.cia~ _......._
tiona. Alllettera lhoold be typed and d oabJe.epcaoecl and lllululd not ran ...-. tblal800
wurda. Alllettera m u.t be aignM and include U..
edclrau, clu8lfteatlco « tWt
and pbaoe niUIIber for verl&atlon. t.tt.n •ipwd by more tbm- .,..__,.be
prl.nt..s at tiM .tafr• dbcretion. Alllett.n print.d 'lrill be an 4le at the H-. amo. r...
public lniipeCtton.
TM Murray Suu. Ntw• J.e publllhed w..kly du.rtna f'all and aprtns .._..,.. aoapt
c1minc ~1 and eumlnatlon paiodl.

..m
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Name change ends confusion
Although it seems as if
everyone is hoping this
semester will end, no ooe
~ better reuon for be~
happy than I do.
·
When we return from the
holidays, I will no longer
have to worry about people
confusing my laat name with
anyone else on staff,
especially with Kristie
Helme, the editor-in-chief.
Even though I got married
Nov. 27, I have decided to
wait until next semester to
change my name on campus.
If I change it DOW with only
a few weeks left of classes, it
might cauee a great deal of
c:onfuaion, and I would never

...
AMY
HELM
Campus life
Editor

get my grades.
Ever since I began working on the newspaper, people
have tried to make my last
name plural. I even received
a memo once addressed to
Kristie Helm!
I never had any idea my
last name could be made

plural until I met Kristie.
It gets extremely confusing
when a phone call comes in
and no one knows which one
of us it is for.
Kristie and I have talked
about our last nan1es and
have figured out that at one
time they were the same
although we can't quite agree
what the original form was!

This past summer, Shane
(my husband) and I planned
to get married in December.
When Amy called me and
asked when I was getting
married and I responded
December, she replied, "I'm
gonna beat you (as in to the
altar)."
Little did she know that leas
than a month later I would
call her and ask her when she
was getting married (as if I
didn't know) an~when she
replied Nov. 27 I said, "I'm
gonna beat you."
Well, two weeks before
Amy's wedding, I entered
holy wedlock with her at my
guest register. When her day
rolled around, I served as her
wedding coordinato~ (fancy
term for making sure
everyone gets in the church at
the right time).

But all the confusion will
end in January when Amy
Helm becomes Amy Wilson.
Then, my identity will be all
Now we are both known
mine ... unless Kristie or affectionately at The News as
someone else on staff the old married ladies. I
changes her name to guess our similarities are
endless.
Wilsons!

University should do more for minorities
Being a student in a foreign
country is tough. Among
many other things, adapting
to
different
climatic
conditions and acijusting to
the
different
meal
preparations are always very
hard. But if you think that is
acary, try being a minority
student enrolled in a foreign
institution.
This is the aituation I've
faced for the laat three years
at Murray State University.
But while I have been able to
adapt well, the situation has
not been such a success story
for many of my counterparts
or fellow international
students. This is not to say
that as minorities, even of
American nationality, the
situation gets any better.
The fact is that whether or
not we want to admit it, there
is prejudice at MSU.
It was a great thrill for me
to
learn
of a
new
multicultural center being
opened in the Curris Center a
few weeb ago, for the word
multicultural alone had me
very excited. Certainly it
would be a place where people
of varying cultures could get
together, I thought. Finally, it
is what MSU has always
needed.
However, I was met with
disappointment when I
learned the Multicultural
Center did not include
international students, with
the exception of the less than
15 students from the
Caribbean.
One would expect that with

TERRY
HAREWOOD
Assistant Sports
Editor

·;;;;;;;;;;;;;';;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:.._ _ _ __
about 170 international
students at MSU, more would
be done to make them feel at
home.
Personally, there is another
grievance that I am tired of
hearing. Why on this earth
should international students
have to be penalized at $8 per
night so American students
can have a holiday? Mind you
I am extremely grateful for
the few days oft' from class.
The fact still remains that
most of the countries in the
world do not celebrate
Thanksgiving. In other
words, "it's an American
thing."
The many international
students who could not afford
to go home to celebrate this
American holiday were made
to pick $32 off their money
trees to contribute to housing.
MSU should not get too
complacent
because
international students have
the highest retention rate. In
previous years only three to
five international students
transferred from MSU in a
year. However, last semester
alone, a record 16 students
transferred from MSU to other
American colleges.
Other issues that affect

international
students
include the pressing food
problem, not having grades
posted to them at home and
problems with the housing
department.
Moreover, while students
living in America get their
grades posted to their homes,
international students have to
wait until the following
semester when they return to
school before they can learn
their grade point average.
This could have serious
implications for
those
students who need to
maintain a certain GPA in
order
to
keep
their
scholarship. Picture a student
flying from Japan and being
told on arrival here, "Sorry,
your scholarship has not been
renewed. You did not do well
enough last semester."
The legislation enacted last
semester mandating that all
students have a meal plau did
not sit well with most of the
"foreigners." The many
complaints are depressing.
With different religious
beliefs, which in some cases
have an effect on what is
eaten, it is unjust that they
should have to alter their
eating patterns. I guess in
Rome you have to "do what the
Romans do."
The situation with the
"African-American" students
is perhaps even more mindboggling. MSU is hurting as a
result of low minority
enrollment and an even
lower retention rate.

Phil Bryan, director of
admissions and records,
confli'Dled this predican1ent.
He said, in 1985 the Kentucky
Council of Higher Education
mandated that all statefunded institutions have an
enrollment of at least 6.2
percent minority students
from the state by 1995. But in
the fall of 1991, MSU had an
enrollment of 4.7 percent.
In terms of reteption of
these minority students,
Bryan said MSU is well below
(46.6 percent) the Higher
Education Coucil's 1995
objective of 63.3 percent.
· But why does Murray State ·
have such a problem with
enrolling and retaining these
students? In speaking to
many of my friends , I
learned that students believe
there is not sufficient
activities for minorities on
campus.
In previous years, minority
organizations were able to
have parties at Stewart
Stadium with very little
hassle. However, a document
drawn up this semester made
it hard for any such activity to
be held.
For example, a $40 fee must
be paid to employ a Public
Safety officer for security
reasons when they have
parties at the stadium. I am of
the opinion though that
Murray State hires officers to
make sure students are secure
anyway. Why should an
organization have to pay an
additional $40 to have an
officer present? I guess it is a
tip.
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Offices offer
help for jobs

Graduate school becomes option
for those wanting to 'get ahead'
By ALLISOH.MIIJooJLL
....I.oKAou.N_ __ _ _ _ _ __
Staff Writer

With the ever-increasing number of persons
entering the job market, more and more college
graduates decide to enhance their marketability
through an advanced degree.
Students choose to continue education by pursuing
a muter's degree for several different reasons.
Some students cannot find jobs with an
undergraduate degree, some students want a masters
degree simply to make more money, still other
students begin graduate school because their spou.se
is still working on his or her undergraduate degree.
Bill Payne, coordinator of graduate studies at
Murray State University, said there are two main
reasont1 why students attend graduate school.
"First, to prepare themselves to move up in their
career more rapidly,• Payne said.
He said master's degrees are required before
advancements to managerial and supervisory
positions are offered.
~secondly, at present time it may be related to the
economy ," Payne said, "and jobs have 'not been
plentiful in certain areas.''
Amy Wannemuehler, graduate assistant for the
office of provost and vice president of academic and
student affairs, said approximately 1,340 students
Illustrations by MARK ADAMS are enrolled in graduate courses at Murray State.

S1aft Report

According to Wannemuehler's research, the
department of educational leadership and counseling
has the highest enrollment of graduate students
followed by the master of business administration
program.
Wannemuehler, an MSU graduate from Evan.aville,
Ind., is now enrolled in the master's program in
organizational communications. She decided to attend
graduate school because a master's degree would
round out her background.
"! thought maybe it would be one extra benefit for
selling myself in my field,• Wannemuehler said.
Jeff Porter, a grad student in the environmental
safety and health program from Marion, said he
enrolled because his wife was still work.i.ng on her
undergraduate degree.
Porter said graduate school will help him become
more familiar with the laws and regulations in
environmental safety, and a master's degree will be
an incentive for getting a job.
•A lot of people think. graduate school ia so much
different than undergraduate," Amy Lionberger said.
Lionberger, a grad student in the organizational
communication program from Holtville, Ala., said a
master's degree could help students get a job, but on
the other hand, it may make potential employees over
qualified.
Lionberger said she wants to get her master's
degree so she can teach on the college level.

•

JOY ISV

Several offices at Murray
State University offer help
for students entering the
job market.
One of these o1ficea is the
office of · cooperative
education and placement
aerrices. The office allow&
student. to interview With . ·
,otential emP,loyers ~ ,
tareer daye · and rece1ve'·~
llelp with reeumee.
.
Notices of on·campus ·~
interviews with employer&·
ere eent to students .
181iatered with the office. ,·
A ne• service by the
placement office and the
Murray State Student
Alumni Asaoci.ation is
ICOWlSeling. SAA memC
five
seminars
on
1Placen1ent services, and
assist with the career
=

"

counaelina library.

In adcfition to SAA's
auistance with peer
. eounselors,the orgBnization
established the "Blue· and ··
Gold Network to help,
ttudents li:Dk with al\liDDL'
The progl"am aids stud,enta>
in matching them with .
alumni in eeftain areas OJ:.'
job$.
.
' . . ..
Students may fill out a ·
·. l»rm from SAA. Forms are
available on the 5tbe floor,
Spa{b Hall.
'

•

l:if8 il1 tfie real world: pros anil cons
Student returns after graduation
By JANICE M. FULPS
Staff Writer

The lack of decent available
jobs has forced many recent
graduates to return to school
for a master's or other
advanced degree.
David Elliott, a graduate
student in the accounting
department, came back to
graduate school because he
could not find a decent job,
even though he received his
bachelor's degree last fall.
Elliott completed his
undergraduate work
at
Murray State University with
a double area in accounting
and computer information
systems.
He said he knew it would not
be easy to find a job after
getting his degree in
December, so he began looking
early in the fall of 1991.
"I concentrated on the oncampus opportunities.
I
thought being face-to-face
would help," Elliott said.
He said he went to the oncampus interviews set up by
the co-op office and sent out
resumes, also.
•The on-campus interviews
would be with personnel
people. If you make it past
that , you will usually be
invited to the company and
interview with the people you
would really work for,• Elliott
said. "! made it to that point
several times."
He said making it to that
point was both a morale
booster and a disappointment
because on the one hand, he
had impressed some people
enough that they wanted a
second look at him, but on the tax position or a computer
other hand, he was just within operator.
"I think the big companies
grasp of employment.
Elliott said there are several are down-sizing and it seems
different types of jobs his to me the past year or so has
degree qualifies him to hold. been slower for the job
They include being a public market: he said.
accountant ,
a
private
"Job hunting is a really timeaccountant, a certified public consuming thing. Researching
accountant, a governmental or the company, t he thank-you

Grad attains goal
wit~ · jOb success •
Statf Wr1118r~,. . . .
::=
.
.
··. ') iloet ofU. .r8 at ~llege for the sam& teaaon· We want to ;.
~ ~ succ81i8fW
~eget out into the real "orl~. .
, .

bnce

,. .HollyBeritj,,&Ma.y 1992 ar.~ orM\Ul'8:v state . .
.,
Univenity. bil8 alreadY atta.Uled that goal.
· · ,.

··"' Heney, who lec8ive4 Jutr cleSree iil printilig tnADagement,'

JW.been working u a~~ repretentative in~
public relatiOns department of a pr:b.lting company in
JacksOn, Tenn. Iince June.
Although she baa ODlir been wolting for eight monthS,
Henry has already received a aipificant pay raise which she
said wu baaed on her job performmce.
Henry said life after college tOok a bit ofaciju.Jtment.
"You miss your friends and sleeping until DOOil, but that's
~ You have to go on to the nut phase of your life...that's
why you're there anyway,• Henry laid. "'t's nice though
having a Steady income."
.
Henry Said ehe iS really aatisfied with her first job straight
out of eollege;
~r wanted to b8 in customer senice. It•s a good etart and
i;h.ere's always room for growth," ebe said," because there will
,. always be a demand for printing." . ..
. . . ' >:•
Henry said the rW:i1ls she learned at Murray State have
been helpful in her jOb, but that she's also learned a lot .
~ ofhandS-on·experience.
-I -Can answer th.ipga you ask me.a bout ~ting at a : ·
technical
bUt Customer aervica is on a different level,"
Henry aaict -I've learned so much about people because~
departnumt I wOrk in ia the only ooe that has dixect contact
with the custOmer.•
Henry said she did many tbinga tO prepare herself to enter
the job market before she graduated.
She used the Placement oftice an campus. She made out
her resume in "Oile ofher graphic arts clasees.
She also took a presentation clua and a apeech daas to
help with her interviewing skills and the psychology of an
interview. She also got involved with the seminars and
tradeshowa.
• 1 would take a 8iaclt of resumet and hand them out to
everyone:' Henry eaid.
Henry said .s he would eDCDU.rage e"¥eryQDe to show
initiative when lOoking for a job.
~only pe~n bOlaing YQ\1 back and it's only 88
di.fticulfas you mab it," she said. "Don't be inti:inidated.''
"You}t~st gotta; get.out.aild d,o it,• Hemr &aid. "They're not, ·
goDn.a come to you.. 'Y'ou gotta fiiicl.them.
,
.
tboulh:&~.uy. car88r ia
wtll, she said abe st.iU :
COJ.Uiidera gtJing to. sraduate schooL .
•1 woUld be limited to night claasea with my job," she said.
"'With techriology, you have to keep up and you can never get
enough education."

level

notes ... there's only so much
interviewing you can do while ·
taking classes," he said.
• Elliott said he thinks the
economy and •degree inflation"
might also have something to
do with why he was not able to
find a job.
"' would have stayed out fulltime to look for a job, but

would not have had the funds
for that," he said.
Elliott, 85, said he will
continue to look for a job while
in graduate school. He is
married and has children.
"My main goal is to provide
for my family and make
money. I'll take a good job offer
if I can find it,• Elliott said.
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Former MSU ·
journalism
professor .dies

Program helps build
communication skills
By KATHY EIDSON

Staff Report

L.J. Hortin, professor
emeritus of journalism at
Murray State University,
died Friday, Nov. 27, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Funeral
services were Sunday at
J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with burial in
Murray City Cemetary.
Hortin's career as a
nationa11y-known journalism educator spanned
46
years
at
two ,•
univenities before his
retirement in 1974. From
1928 until 194 7 he was
head of the journalism
program, debate coach,
director of publicity and
adviser of the College
News at Murray State. He
served as professor and
director of the School of
Journalism at Ohio
University from 1947 to
1967. In 1967 he returned to
MSU where he established
both the major and
master's
degree
in
journalism and served as
director of the program
until his retirement.
Hortin's work as a
journalism
educator
earned · him numerous
awards and honon. He
was a charter member of
the Kentucky Journalism
Hall of Fame at the
University of Kentucky in
1981. From 1962 to 1964, he
was national president of
Kappa Tau Alpha, the
honorary
journalism
society.
Mur ray
State
University's
Al umni
Association honored him
as
a
Distinguished
Alumnus and as a
recipient of a Golden
Horseshoe Award.
He
was also awarded an
honorary doctorate by
MSU.
' •
I><
The family ask s t h at
expressions of sympathy
take the form of donations
to the L.J. Hortin
Scholarship Fund and
sent to the department of
journalism.

Staff Writer

Thanks to technology and a group of Murray
State University students, high school and mid·
dle school students statewide are able to ask
questions concerning the University and have
them answered all by computer.
Beta Alpha Psi, an accounting national honor
society, developed University Connection, a program which is linked statewide by computer to
enable students to ask questions about Murray
State.
"University Connection started out as a way
high school students could ask college students
questions about accounting," Christy Norris,
president of Beta Alpha Psi, said, "but now it has
expanded to questions about anything from
sports to scholarships."
Norris said many students want to know the
qualifications for enrollment at Murray State.
Various members of Beta Alpha Psi answer
questions each day via computer.
Chamberlain said University Connection
enhances both the students' communication and
technology skillR.

"The students can send them anytime, we can
retrieve them anytime," he said. "Someone does
not have to sit at the computer the entire time
waiting for the question and the students do not
have to wait for the answer."
The students type in a question, then send it to
the program. The person answering the questions later gets directions to check the sent
information.
"Some questions are not so simple, so we have
to dig up information and then send a response,"
Chamberlain said.
The idea of this program came about because
the fraternity is on a point system for nationals.
"We needed a community project for points so
Rosemarie Gold and I came up with this idea last
summer," Norris said.
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Gold is a regional writing resource teacher for
the state of Kentucky.
"We started this whole idea and we are the
first in the state to do it," Norris said. "Now
other universities are getting involved."
Norris said University Connection will run until the end of this semester.

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY A: STUDENTS

•Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders

Speech team deals
with budget cuts

Proposal
discussed by
SGASenate

By LIBBY FIGG

Staff Report

opposed to 20 tournaments my
Staff Writer
freshman year," said Stacy
To be or not" to be ... for the Ricketts, a junior speech
Mur ray Stat e Univer s ity communications/theatre
Speech Team, that is the major from Hayti, Mo.
The budget cuts will
qu estion. Th e team, like
the
team's
many campu s organizations, restrict
has been hit hard by the latest participation in tournaments
since each tournament costs
round of budget cuts.
J ames Lockwood, Speech about $1,000. This figure
Club president, said the includes meals, entry fees,
team's budget was increased hotel and transportation
to $9,000 a year in 1980. The costs.
"If we can't go to
budget stayed at this figure
until the state budget crunch tournaments, how can we
hit. The latest cut slashed the participate," Lockwood said.
budget to $4,600 for the entire
Bailey-Smith said team
school year.
m orale is good in spite of
Te a m
members
are everything
that
has
struggling to deal with the happened.
lack of funding.
"I realize we aren't the
Elizabeth Bailey-Smith, the only ones being affected,"
team's faculty adviser, said she said . "We are taking it
the team will not ~ be able to in stride."
The team is considering
compete in any more
tournaments '"this semester alternate means of funding.
because of lack of funding. Ricketts said the team is
She said .the team will also hosting a tournament for
school
students
limit the number of high
tournaments in which it Saturday and is sponsoring a
competes next semester.
one-act play festival. These
"We are going to three ventures should raise some
tournaments this year, as revenue for the team.

A FulliJne of Paint, Lumber. and Concrete Blocb for
Those Custom Shelf Units

Bel-Air Shopplnl

Store Hours:
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m..

IL.....................................
.

Center

•
7 u 9 • 1390

Sunday 1 p.m.-5 p.m

The Student Senate division of the Student
Government Association
discussed information to
be placed in a propOsal to
raise the admission standards of freshmen entering Murray State
University.
Robbie Hinkebein,
senator from the College
of Science, said the Admis·
sion Standards Committee
is writing this proposal in
compliance with the in·
creased standards of the
Kentucky Council of
Higher Education.
Hinkebein said the
preliminary proposal is
geared toward increasing
the retention of students
at MSU.
In other business:
• The Campus Planner in·
sert for the Spring
semester activities will be
available during registration f')r all students.

JOE
SATRIANI

Tne

Extrerntst

Creekview Self-Storage
Warehouses
located on Center Drive behind Shoney's
.
5 x 10' ---$20 759-4081 .. L
,. ess expenSlV~
S' X 16, --- $2S
.. more converuent
, x , __ $30
8 , x 10, ____ $
24-hour access
10 16
40
Plus one month's refundable security deposit

MSU Horticulture Club
Poinsettia Sale
Wednesday Dec. 9
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

In the lobby of
Applied Science Building

MURRAY STATE
DORM RESIDENTS

H ome Alone 2 t~g,
7:05
(PG)
9:10
J ennifer 8
(R)

1:30
3:50
7:00

The Bodyguard

1•30
4;05
7:15
9:40

Malcolm X
(PG 13)

1:30
7:30

9:30

(R)

Dracula
(R)

WANTED
1\un. tn your channel selector BEFORE leaving

campus and RECEIVE your $15 deposit back! I
WE WILL BE COLLECTING EQUIPMENT IN
HART HALL COFFEEHOUSE, DEC. 16-18

9 a.m.-4 p.m.

1:30
3:50
7:00
9:30

Dizl.eland Center

BanalD matlaeet o•
Sat: udSu.o~

Ad..t $3 CbUd Sl~
Barplll Dlabt II Thanday!

It is MANDATORY that all
students return this equipment
on these dates!I
753-5005

No.7. Mmray
1 mock from MSU
Dorms
753-0113
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MSU Motor Pool
recycles materials

I
•

By ROB HART

•••

Assistant Campus Life Editor

••

..

•'"

Photos by CHERI STUART

Ray Helm
jack (left)
Coupe. A
Important
case of a

demonstrates the proper way to use a hand
and a tire iron (above) on a 1950 Plymouth
hand Jack, a tire Iron and a spare tire are all
Items every car should be equipped with In
flat tire.

Fixing a flat easy with steps
It usually never happens unless it is raining heavily, ice
is on the road or it is pitch dark outside. That sudden noise
that sends your car out of control and makes you curse
with frustration ...the flat tire.
However, changing a tire is really no big deal. If you
forget the steps, all you have to do is look on the inside of
your car trunk and the instructions should be written
somewhere.
For anyone who really wants to be proud of himself (or
herself) here are steps to follow when faced with a flat tire.
1. Get the spare tire out of the trunk and remove the jack.
2. Loosen the lug nuts, but do not remove them.
3. Jack up the car until the tire clears the ground.
4. Remove the old lug nuts and take off the flat tire.
6. Replace with spare tire and tighten lug nuts.
6. Let the car down easily and retighten lug nuts after the
jack is removed.
If all else fails ... call a mechanicI

With recycling efforts concerning paper and aluminum cans on
the Murray State University campus evident by the proliferation
of special receptacles in the different buildings, it is easy to think
that paper and cans are the primary recycling concern for the
university.
But one place where the movement has taken hold that many
people do not know about is at the MSU Motor Pool.
"All the people in my department and myself are probably some
of the most environmentally conscious people on Murray State's
campus; have been, are and always will be," said Johnny Herndon, assistant director of transportation and the Motor Pool.
The Motor Pool has been recycling for almost 20 yea.rs, and considering MSU vehicles travel1,248,000 miles per year, that is a lot
of motor oil, scrap metal, batteries, tires, filters, antifreeze,
mineral spirits and freon, all of which are recycled.
Herndon began recycling motor oil in the late 1970's, giving us·
ed oil to a local business with an Environmental Protection Agen·
cy oil heater.
"As I began to learn a little bit more about the do's and don'ts of
how to dispose of oll, I found an EPA approved factory who now
·
picks up our oil," he said.
In accordance with a recently passed EPA regulation, the Motor
Pool also accepts used motor oil from individuals in the
community.
This releases them from any liability concerning accidents involving the oil during the recycling process.
"It costs us nothing and all we have to do is put.it in a container
and they come and pick it up on the site, we don't have to haul it,
we don't have to handle it, we don't have to do anything," Herndon said. "But this does release us from the liability of that oil."
The oil must be free of antifreeze and water and brought to the
Motor Pool in a five gallon covered container with a pour spout.
The Motor Pool will furnish containers free as they become
available.
Anyone interested in recycling, or just saving money, should not
throw old antifreeze away.
"Most shops throw hundreds of gallons of antifreeze away each
year," Herndon said. "If they would just put it in a container and
let the dirt settle out or filter it, it's good antifreeze. There's
•1
nothing wrong with it."
J'Ohrrrl
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!Cold weather damages cars
~

By JANICE FULPS
Stall
Writer
J

! Winter

is

quickly

! approaching and ·along with
! it wi~ come snow, ice and
' freezmg cold temperatures
:I which can be rough on your
, car.
' Checking the anti-freeze,
! battery and transmission
• fluid levels seem to be the
: most important things to
: check.
! Larry Cunningham, owner
: and manager of Cun: ningham Auto Repair of
: Murray, said servicing the
• anti-freeze is a very
: important thing to do when
: preparing your car for the
, : winter because not having
: the proper levels of this
• solvent can cause your
: engine to freeze and burst,
: which will ruin it.
: Todd McGee, manager of
: Precision Transmission,
: agrees with Cunningham.
• "You should definitely
• have your anti-freeze
' checked because it does get
, old and can cause serious
• problems like ma:jor motor
damage,~ McGee said.
Cunningham said people
should check their anti-freeze
in the summer and winter
because it is a dual purpose
solvent, a coolant in the
summer and an anti-freeze
in the winter.
"What you want to do is
maintain a 50/50 balance of
anti-freeze and water,"
Cunningham said.
The car battery should also
be checked when winterizing
your auto.
McGee said the battery is
not a part of the car people

Reporter

Photo by RON RUGGLES

Checking the anti-freeze, battery and fluid levels are among the most important
things to remember during the cold months. If these Items are not checked, there Ia
a good chance the car will not run when the temperatures drop.

usually
think
about transmission fluid levels
servicing in the winter, but important because they can
more go bad in the winter affect the steering and
because of the cold weather.
transmission.
Greg Gierhart, a senior
McGee also considers them
education and Spanish major important.
sa1'd h1' s
•'Your transmission d oes
from "'•urray,
.1.u
mven him trouble not like the cold," McGee
battery has eo·
before in the winter.
said. "Fluid levels do get
"The battery has died on more important in the
me before because of cold,'' winter."
Gierhart said.
People with automatic
Don Rowlett, president of transmissions should check
Complete Auto Repair of their levels every 25,000 to
Murray, said he considers 30,000 miles, he said.

Regaining control of a skid Is sometimes a 'slippery' situation. If your
vehlcle begins to skid, here Is what to do:
• Stay off the brake. Braking hard will lock your wheels, making the
skid worse. If you have to use brakes, pump gently.
• Turn CJUickly. Turn the steering wheel in the direction the back of the
vehicle Is skidding. This lines up the tront of the vehicle with the back.
• As soon as the vehicle begins to straighten out, turn the wheel back
so that the vehicle will not sfart to skid In the opposite direction.
• Continue to correct your steering, left and right, until you recover
from the s~ld.

Besides
the
major
maintenance needs of antifreeze,
battery
and
transmission fluid levels,
Rowlett said it is a good idea
to have good tread on your
tires for the winter.
McGee also considers the
brakes an important part of
the car to check
in the winter
f
d
because o wetness an
coldness.
"You don't want to go
sliding through intersections," he said.

0-H-.-~-r-~u-.-~-.E-,,-~-:-.~-1-on--..
For many people, a hearse is thought useful
only at funerals. However, Harvey Elder, pro·
fessor of mathematics and statistics, owns a
1972 Cadillac Miller-Meteor Hearse.
In addition to this unique vehicle, Elder owns
several antique cars he has restored. His collection includes a 1914 Ford worth more than
$10,000.
"I need to sell three orfourofmy cars,h Elder
said. "I don't have the time to spend with them."

, Source: KENTUCKY DRIVERS MANUAL Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

•

For those students in
need of tranaportation, a
reliable car is imp9JU.nt
and so ia getting 't fixed
properly.
Joshua Kinder, a
freshman undeclared
major from St. Louis,
Mo., s&id he would rather
take hi• car to a
professional instead of
fixing it himself because
he knows it will most
likely be fixed correctly.
"When I do take it to a
professional it works
good, but it does cost me
too much money,'' Kinder
said.
Michael Whittington, a
junior exercise science
major from Altamonte
Springs, Fla., said he
takes his car to a
professional because he
does not know anything
about cars.
"They overprice sometimes, but whatever was
wrong with it is fixed
right," Whittington said.
Stephanie Elkins, a
sophomore
special
education major from
Marshall County, said
other problems seem to
arise after the mechanic
has fiXed the original
problem.
"I take my car to a
mechanic because I can't
fix it and I have a
warranty, but they
always seem to cause

more problems," Elkins
said. Angela Payton, a
junior
elementary
education major from
Hardinsburg, agrees.
"When I take my car to
a mechanic, I usually
have to take it back
within weeks of getting it
out because they fix one
thing and then something
else always goes wrong,"
Payton said.
Yet some students
would rather chance
fixing it themselves
before dealing with a
mechanic.
Clay Phillips, a junior
finance major from
McClure, Ill., said he
would rather fix his car
himself.
"My experience with
futing my own car is
pretty bad, it rune for
about two weeks and then
it's time to flX it again,
but it saves money,"
Phillips said.
Phillips said although
he spends time fixing his
car, the time might be
better put to use.

Car maintenance

Safe driving

Having a vehicle that is dependable
is something everyone wants. However, theonlywaytobesurethecarwill
start and run properly is to check several things regularly.
Steve Sammons, service manager at
Parker Ford in Murray, said vehicles
should be checked every three months
or every 3,000 miles.
"The problems we usually see are
overheated motors: Sammons said.
"It's important to have you car serviced
properly."
Fluid levels, brakes, tires and power
steering should all be checked.

For many drivers, winter can be very
hazardousbecauseoftheaccompanying weather conditions. Here are a few
tips listed in the Kentucky Drivers
Manual:
•On a wet road, adjust speed by five
to 10 miles per hour.
· •On snow, reduce speed by half.
eOn ice, slow down to five to 10 miles
perh6ur.
.;on a curve, speed must be adjusted
to keep the vehicle safely on the road.
If not, the tires can lose their grip and
cause a skid. Reduce your speed be·
fore entering the curve.

L-----------------------------------------------------------------------c
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Hearse among prof's fleet

.. "0

By SHANNON BARNHILL
Stall Wnter

By HERB BANKS

Imagine a long night of sf"fl!J.Y·
ing at the library. The only
thing you wnnt to do is go home
to bed, but you cannot find your
car keys. Much to your dismay,
when you do locale them, they
are dangling fi·om your steering
column- locked in the car. What
do you do?
For many Munay State
University students this
scenario is all too real. Many
students panic when they
discovel' they have locked their
keyfi in their car. However, help
is available, right on campus.
"The numbet· of keys we have
locked in cars a day varies from
five to eight." said Joe Green,
associate director of Public
Safety.
"Many students do not realize
that if they lock their keys in
"If the student's proof of
their car on campu::;, we will get
ownership
is locked in the car,
them out at no charge," he said.
they
must
be able to show it
Public Safety defines campus
when
the
car is unlocked,"
as the area within Main Street
Green
said.
and the 121 Bypass on the
Students are also required to
north and south sides and from
16th Street to 12th Street on sign a statement that releases
Public Safet'y from any respon·
the east and west sides.
sibility
if the car is damaged
"We also help students whose
while the doors are opened.
car~ are parked on commuter
lots, the expo center lot, or any · "We are about 95 percent sucother campus outlets," Green cessful. in getting into cars
said. "We do not serve any without damaging them,"
residential homes that fall Green said.
Public Safety will not unlock
within lhc boundaries we
your door if your car is parked
~erve ."
If a !'tudent ,calls Public Safe- on the opposite side of the road
ty to help unlock his doors, he from campus.
should ask fot· a motorist assist.
"Even if it is a student whose
Public Safety will then come car is parked at a sorority or
and request a proof of iden- fraternity house across the road
tification and a proof of owner- from campus, we cannot help,"
:ihip of the car.
Green said.

Staff Wnter

Restoring a car (or cars) is not for everyone.
It takes a special person with the know-how to
begin the often time-consuming project. Having a flexible pocketbook also can be an added
.
gain in starting the project.
Harvey Elder, professor of mathematics and
statistics, has a rather unique collection consisting of nine cars and one motorcycle he has
assembled through the years.
Elder said he has always had a life-long
fascination with automobiles. As a small
child, he often stood in the front seat of his
parents' car on the way to town and identified
cars as they passed by, impressing everyone.

"These students need to call a
locksmith because the Murray
City Police does not assist in
opening car doors," Green said.
Nick Horton, owner of Horton
Lock Shop in Murray, said on
the average, he opens one student's car a day.
"I charge $15 during the day
to open car doors and $20 between about 10:30 at night and
early in the morning," Horton
said.
Horton said there is no
damage to the car doors he
opens, although he has repaired
several doors that were damaged by other people. He also
works on all makes and models
of cars.
"Some cars are harder to get
into and take more time, but I
charge the same for all of
them," Horton said.

Everyone at some time or another wishes
they still had their first car or one that
resembles that first dream come true.
Elder's first car was a 1914 Ford and as' time
passed, he realized the impression this car had
made on him.
Searching high and low along with advertising in magazines, Elder found a 1914 Ford in
Carbondale, Ill., when he was a sophomore at
Murray State University. Elder purchased the
car for $550.
"Today the car is worth over $10,000,"
Elder said.
Elder has three Hudsons in his private col·
lection: a 1931, a 1947 and a 1953.
Elder also has a 1972 Ford LTD convertible
he bought new, a 1974 Pontiac Grandville,
1977 Lincoln Town Car, 1985 Nissan 300 ZX,
1976 Honda 550 motorcycle, and his most
bizarre 1972 Cadillac Miller-Meteor Hearse.
Elder said a friend approached him and suggested they ought to buy a hearse because the
friend thought funeral homes were going to
start using vans.
The two went and checked out the hearse
and an agreeable price was set between the
funeral home and the two friends.
Elder said the car has been used for
funerals, trips to the hospital and even carry-

ing funiture from one state to another.
"Three years ago I rented a casket and rode
in it as a Halloween stunt,'' Elder said.
Money and time often play a major role in
having a collection of cars to restore, he said.
"I need to sell three or four of my cars
because I don't have the time to spend with
them,'' Elder said. "I'm a member of the Twin
Lakes Car Club and I can't meet with them
because they meet on the weekends and
weekends are too busy for me. The rest of my
time is spent here (at MSU) because my job is
demanding."
Elder said a person must establish his
priorities when restoring a car.
Fixing the exterior, such as a rust spot,
should be on top of the list because rust can
spread.
After the last coat of paint has dried and the
exterior is finished, some say then the
mechanical work can begin, but to each his
own.
Elder said he has to hire his work to be done
because he just does not have the time.
"A lot of people have the idea that to restore
a car you must go in a field and find an abandoned junker," Elder said. "In general, starting with a good solid car that is in good shape
is a good idea."
Parts are not necessarily just parts. When
restoring a car, especially to its original appearance, any part will not work as a
substitute.
It is always best to find an original part or to
order a replacement part from the many car
books that are on tl).e market.
Many people get into restoring for different
reasons. Some like to participate in annual
classic car shows and some like to do it as an
investment to make money.
Elder said one has to distinguish between
restoring the car just for fun or as an
investment.
"If one does the restoring for an investment,
they must be careful and not go overhead with
the prices," Elder said.

Student~.J:ely on fathers for automotive maintenance
~y ROB HART
Ass1stant Campus Life Editor

How much do Murray State
students know
about thein.cars? For many, not
as much as dad does.
Heatb~:fMurley, a junior
animal health technology major from Rlymouth, Mich., is
tl
--~
Uni\.t~rsity

not quite sure what year he~
Ford Escort is or even to whom
it belongs.
"I have no idea," she said. "I
think '89, I'm not sure. I
thought it was my sister's, but
she was in China for.two yeanf
and she came bac\ and 't
wasn't her car anymore. It was

the family car. She didn't sign
any papers on it but I got it. It's
not my car, that's all I know.''
Murley lets her dad take care
of maintenance, but would like
to learn how to do some of it
~r~elf.

.?5<d ~an do it in case I have
to because my dad's not always

going to be around to do it for
me." Murley said.
Craig Morris, a freshman
biology major from Benton, also
lets his dad take care of most of
the maintenance on his 1985
•
Monte Carlo.
<~Jes just that I £don't ~~~e
time/' Morris said . .,
u 1

Morris said he knows how to
do simple maintenance himself
but little else.
"Pretty much when you get
past changing the fluids and
everything, it's foreign to me.''
he said.
•.
Orystat 1F8t'a, •a ju11fbY
rehabilitation major from Ben·

ton either has her father do
routine work on her 1986
Thunderbird or takes it to a service station.
"I don't know anything about
my13 ~r ~ Eotd said. "I know
wli'ere ~o p\1t ·'Hie gas in, that•s
about it!'
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Octane levels differ little
By ROB HART
Assistant Campus lofe Editor

When you pull up to the
pump, which type of gasoline
should you put into your tank?
Is there really a difference in
the performance between the
cheapest and the most expen~ive? Much of choosing the
right gasoline depends on the
type of car you drive and the octane of the gasoline.
Monk Stallons, manager of J
and S Chevron, said Chevron
gasoline contains techroline, an
additive to clean fuel injectors.
Chevron sells three grades of
gasoline, regular unleaded,
pluf' and premium, the difference being octane ratings of
87. 89 and 93 successively.
Higher octane prevents run on
when the ignition is turned off.
"It keeps it from running,"
Stallons said. "When you turn
the keY! ofT, it keeps it from running and knocking and
bucking."
Stallons said the lower octane
is fine for an older model car,

but for a newer model, the
pwncr should consider at least
the 89 octane.

Check Specs_When

p~oosing

r:notor oil

All' Mint eampu. Life EdiiOr
ll"' W"~. ~ ~ of .televiaiol)

; -- J:O

commercials touting dif'tere~~t kiada fit motor oil, hoW can you be sure ·you have the
.right OJW? IP~ Herndon~ .aaeiatant direetor oftrauportaaJMlthe.MotOt Pool at' Murray State University, said
, m~ of*.e aj¥~ is j\lJt hype.
uou, Jlki a lot ofother things. a lot o£the terminology and
a lot ofU. ~tt,· is mad• to ~tU," Herndon aaid. "It'e ~ne

t.icm

to~you...

ll~ .&..te uses 10W40 and ha$ no oil connected problema to.:tip!Mk or.
't: ulcloll+t q.re whose name is on it:' he.said. "What we look
)kt is tie 8p!llcit}catjc)n grade of~ and as long as it meets the
' "Jn0at qfr to date IJ*ifteat.iOD of all, it is actually all the same
any1fay. The apecit'ication of the oil is the grade, it tells exact·
1y
in that oiho dne's as g()()d as the other providing it
.<

wuts
th4\ apec...

meet~

.,

Murray BP also has regular
unleaded, plus and premium
gasoline with octane of 87, 89
and 93. Tony Herndon, assistant manager of Murray BP.

said 89 octane is equal to the octane for cars designed to use
leaded gasoline.
"The plus unleaded is the
same unleaded as those cars us·

ed to run, so you probably need
to use that," he said.
But it does not hurt using a
higher octane and the reward
might be better performance,
Herndon said.
''Some people say there's no
difference, but some cars don't
run as well on the regular
unleaded as they do on the
premium unleaded," Herndon
said. "I think you should go
ahead and use the best."
BP gasolines also contain additives to help with cleaning
fuel lines and ports, but Herndon said he did not know what
they were.
Max McCuiston, owner o{ 641
Super Shell Service, said; he
also did not know what additives the manufacturer used
to clean the fuel injection.

SEAN CONNERY
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,
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Wednesday, Dec. 9
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$1.50 with student ID

"The additives that are put
there are put there by Shell, so
they don't let us know the formulas, but there are additives
in all of them," he said.
McCuiston said which octane
is used depends on the size of
the engine, with the lower octane ratings being best for compact cars and increasing octane
with the size of the engine.
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Auto insurance coverage clarified
Robert Billington Jr. of The
Murray Insurance Agency,
said several insurance
coverages are provided for
students under the personal
automobile policy.
·
The liability portion of the
personal automobile policy
provides students with five
different coverages: bodily
injury, property damage,
persona! injury protection,
uninsured motorist and
underinsured
motorist
coverage. It is important for
the insured to understand
these coverages.
Bodily injury liability
coverage pays for the other
person's m.Juries 1if you are
the negligent pany. Propeiljdamage liability pays for the

G·-~=:~.;_
·- ... ·-----·

other per son's proper ty
The underinsured motorist
The collision portion
damaged as a result of your coverage pays for the · provides coverage for claims
negligence. Most commonly, injuries over and above the resulting from the collision
this is the other person's other party's liability in- with another object such as
vehicle.
s u rance. Just like the another car or a tree. If you
uninsured
motorist coverage, were to collide with an
Personal i.Jijury protection,
this
pays
for you and the animal such as a deer or a
which is refered to as the
Kentucky No-Fault Statute, passengers in your car. dog, this would be covered
provides coverage for the However, the uninsured and under the comprehensive
named
insured
and underinsured motorist cover- portion of your insurance
paseengers
in
his ages are paid only if the policy.
automobile. This coverage other party ia at fault.
In
addition
to
the
pays for bod ily injury
comprehensive
and
collision
Two coverages make up the
regardless of who is at fault. physical damage portion of coverage, you can purchase
The basic limit for this your personal automobile two seperate coverages:
towing and reimbursement.
coverage ia $10,000.
insurance policy.
The uninsured motorist
Edltor'a Note: Because of a reporter' s
coverage pays for injuries
The comprehensive portion
you sustain from an provides coverage for claims error, Information en the Nov. 20 Issue
about car insurance attributed to ~rt
theft, BilhagtOo
y.~~Jur~d ..mqtor\st. ' 'J;his such . as . fire,
Jr. of Murray Insurance Agenhicludes paying for you and van'aa1ism, 'wind, gl a s s cy was incorrect. This is a corrected ,
version of what Billington said
breakage and hail.
passengers in your car.
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Factory Discount Shoes
7 59-9419

LOCATED DOWNTOWN ON THE SQUARE

Men's Western Wear
Justin - exotic skins
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Justin - leather
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I

i
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•
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1
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1
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Comedian quickly rises to 'top'
By KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Ed1tor

"I don't know whether to
laugh, cry or eat a banana."
Such is the wisdom of
Carrot Top.
One
of
the
most
recognizable
stand-up
comedians in the country,
Carrot Top made his first
visit to Kentucky, Tuesday,
appearing
in
Lovett
Auditorium.
Carrot Top, who graduated
from college only three years
ago, said that, although he
divides his time evenly
between comedy clubs and
college concerts, he prefers
performing at colleges.
"Colleges are more my
kind of audience, because
they really get into it more,"
he said.
Born Scott Thompson,
Carrot Top grew up in
Florida and began finding
the humor in life at an early
age.
'1 was born in Cocoa Beach
(Fla.). My dad worked at the
space center and people
would always say to me,
'Hey, man. Your dad works
at the space center. Does he
know (I Dream of) Jeannie.'
And I was like, 'Dub. They
don't really film it there.' It
was kind of a letdown for
some people," he said.
While his sense of humor
developed at an early age, he
didn't nurture his comedic
talent in ways that one would
think.
"I don't know if I was the
class clown, I was more of a
loner. I wasn't really
involved in much until high

school. But I was definitely
the one doing weird stuff," he
said.
Carrot Top first performed
as a comedian in college,
opening for other comics who
would come to his alma
mater, Florida Atlantic
University. He also put on
shows in the school's student
center. When he began, his
act consisted solely of jokes
related to that particular
college.
"You know 'The food tastes
like crap. The basketball
team stinks.' That kind of
stuff," he said. "Then some
of my friends convinced me
that I was really funny. The
only problem was, to be
successful you had to write
jokes about the real world."
For his fuat trek into the
"real world," Carrot Top
didn't rely on the props for
which he bas become famous.
His first came in the form of
a uniform for a Domino's
Pizza delivery man, a prop
he has been both sued and
arrested for using.
"This guy from college
came up to me and said,
'Here, you want this outfit?'
And I was like 'What am I
going to do with it?' And he Also I · was a marketing
said, 'I don't know, think of major and one thing I
something.' Then one night remembered is that people
it hit me. I put on the outfit, remember visual things
called Domino's and scared more than they do audio," he
the --out of the delivery said.
guy."
His biggest break came
He
continued
using
numerous props for two soon after graduation on the
Fox series Comic Strip Liv~.
reasons.
"I was friends with
"For me it was a big break
Gall,agher, I still am. That's
I
was
so
where the props came from. oecause

Photos by RON RU9GLES

Carrot Top laughs at himself
for
resembling
"Wendy",
left, in one of his most
popular jokes. Above, he
Impersonates rocker Tom
Petty.
recognizable, everybody
remembered it. I have
friends who have done The
Tonight Show 30 times and I
can walk into a mall with
him and not one person says,
'Gee, there's that guy from
The Tonight Show.' But they
recognize me. People see me
and they remember it."
When the comedy bug truly
bit him and he decided to try
to make a living doing

comedy, Carrot Top said his
parents were less than
thrilled.
"My parents at flrSt were
like, 'When are you going to
get a real job?' But since
then, they've been real
supportive," he said.
So what does the man who
has been nominated for both
the 1993 Campus Comedian
and Entertainer of the Year

Awards
do
for
entertainment?
"I'm not really into
watching other comedians,"
be said, "although any
comedian will make me
laugh because everybody has
something that's funny. I
watch (David) Letterman
and Bob Costas, but I'm more
into watching movies and
watching women dance
naked."

MSU welcomes holidays

Students play vital role in
. Playhouse productiol')

By KELLY MENSER
Staff Writer

In homes, it's the decorating
of the family Christmas tree. At
church , it's the annual
children's Christmas play. But
at Murray State University,
the "Hanging of the Green"
ceremony kicks off the holiday
season.
This year's ceremony will be
held at 5 p.m., Sunday in the
Curris Center, following recep·
tions on all three levels of the
Center from 4 to 5 p.m.
Brad Almquist, director of
choral activities and coor·
dinator for the event, said this
year's "Hanging of the Green''
will be a little different.
Originally, he said, the tradition was modeled on the
medieval practice of decorating
castles. On Sunday, those who
attend will see a version of the
m!>re t·erent English Festival of
Lessons and Carols.
The festival, Almquist said,
consists of a series of readings
of Scriptural "lessons," each of
which is followed by a carol.
For Murray State's versions,
selections from the Bible and
works by such poets as Dylan
Thomas, Elizabeth Barrett
Browning and T.S. Eliot will be
read by faculty and staff
members, Almquist $aid.
Readers include Pam Rice,
associate professor in physical

Pete Lancaster, of Medical
Claims Service.
Providing the carols will be
performances by the MSU
Brass Quintet, Choral Union,
Staff Report
.
University Chorale and Con·
Murray State Universityts Curris Center will houae .:.0
cert Choir. Senior soloist
Christmas parties in addition to Sunday's Hanging o£6
Rebekah L. Duncan will be
Green.
.
featured in a selection from
~... Cur:ri~ C~nitr Christmas .will laun~Jl the C~~
Handel's "Messiah."
season tomorrow from 6 to 10 p.m.
·
'
Almquist said "Hanging of
The event is free and open to the public. Door prizes will be
the Green" will also involve auoffered and the University Store will be open from 6 W 9 for
dience participation. Those in
h<>liday shopping.
attendance may join in singing
, ,.The program will feature Santa Claus1 sto~llin~J. m\lSic.
such traditional Christmas
· erat\S and food; Wagon ridea,.<iown Olive Boulevard Will·.tid
songs as "0 Come All Ye
b4t provided.
·
·
Faithful" and "Away in a
.Manger."
The Christmas classic Miraeleon 34th Street will be shoWn
in the Curri.$ Center Theater with additional holiday moviee
Murray State President
~ing shown on .the large-screen televisiol) in the louDQ.
Ronald J. Kurth and his wife,
·, Participating groups inc:luqe the .Reside'nce Hall~·
Charlene, will serve as hosts for
ti6n. Panhellenic and Interfraternity councils,l)aptist Stuthe event. Along with them will
be James L. Booth, MSU pro·
dent Union, Phi Mu Alpha. Sigma Alpha Iota, Campus
Recreation, Food Services, Olive Boulevard Citizen&, Voice&
vost and vice president for
academic and student affairs:
of Praise, MSU Fashion, lne., Vision from the Univer-sity
and Don Kassing, vice presi·
ChriSttal1 Student Center, Housing Programming C~l.
dent for university relations
Dunker and the Wesley Foundation.
·
and development, and his wife,
The Murray State Staff Congress is sponsoring its annual
Amy.
children's Christmas party for all children of Murray State
Kurth will extend Christmas
employees. The event will be held Sunday from 2 to 4 p.JQ. in
greetings and will light the
the Stables.
e.;,
· ~J.
,
, .
25-foot Christmas tree in the
The children will be able visit with Dunker and Sihta
Curris
Center.
and watch large screen Christmas cartoons. Free popcorn,
drinkS and game tokens as well as a free gift will be given to
Because the hour · long
each child. A special drawing for additional pri.zes wm also
"Hanging of the Green"
ta¥e place.
ceremony is such a popular
event, Almquist satd early ar·
rival is necessary.
education, health and recrea· munication and theater;
"People should come a little
tion; Jim Schempp, associate Margaret Hunt, producer of early and expect to stay a little
professor in speech, com- classical music at WKMS; and late," he said.

eurris Center's cheer

w
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By JENNY WOHLLEB
Staff Writer

Murray's Playhouse in the
Park is presenting Home for
the Holidays, a combination
of the two one act plays The
Gift of the Magi and The Best
Christmas Pageant Ever,
beginning tonight.
The Playhouse gi vee
students the opportunity to
work in the theater whether
they are planning a career
in it or if the theater is a
casual interest.
Bob Valentine, director of
the production, said Murray
State University students
have always been an
intergral part of the
Playhouse in the Park.
"The
Playhouse has
always been a place for
Murray State students who
want to get involved with
theater," Valentine said. "It
gives them an outlet when
they can't be committed for
six to eight weeks to a
production at school."
Valetine said students have
played many roles in getting
the upcoming production
ready for stage.
"There are a number of
students who come out and
work on the sets when they
have ·a few free hours,"
Valentine said. "If you come
out you might get a broom
and a hammer or you might
get a part and a costume.
They have been playing a
number of roles."
Cory
Campbell,
a
sophomore English major
from Peoria, Ill., is the
assistant stage manager for
The Best Christmas Pageant
Ever. He said his position
entails a number of duties.
"I'm the assistant stage
manager, I manage the props
and I've helped build sets,"
Campbell said. "I have two
small parts in the play. I'm
the fireman and the
minister. I'm essentially a
babysitter since there are 40
kids to control.''
Campbell said he got
involved with the play
through Pete Lancaster, a
volunteer at the Playhouse
who helps direct plays.
"-.;

1
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Lancaster and I told him I'm
an English major and I like
working
with
kids,"
Campbell said. "When he
found that out he said he had
a job for me."
Eric Ewell, a graduate
student from Harrisburg,
Ill., is the music director for
The Gift of the Magi . He said
this is his fust experience
with the Playhouse in the
Park, although he has
experience working with
children's choirs back
home."
Ewell said he worked with
Bob Valentine getting the
music ready.
''We have prepared five
songs," Ewell said. "We
picked out the songs w~
thought fit the play best."
Ewell said he started
working with the children in
the play three and a half
weeks ago.
"We've had rehearsals
every Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday," Ewell said.
"Working with the kids has
been a lot of fun. It makes
me
think
I'm
doing
something right. It's good to
see the kids having fun."
John Howard, a senior
theater/English major from
Owensboro, is no stranger to
working at the Playhouse in
the Park. He has acted in
many productions in the past
but this is his first experience
being on the other side.
Howard is the stage
manager for The Gift of the
Magi. He said his job is to
get things organized before
the opening of the show and
to run the show once it
actually opens.
"Being the stage manager !
bas made me take a look at ~
what goes into making a :
play and getting all the '
pieces together," Howard :
said.
Home for the Holidays
will be at the Playhouse Dec. 1
4-7
and
10-13.
All ,
performances will start at 8
p.m.
except
Sunday '
performances which begin at :
•I

'
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Ladies teams
helping to put
Murray on map
There is a basketball
tournament, and featured
will be a Southeastern
Conference notable, two
nationally ranked teams
and an OVC school.
What does not fit in this
pictui-e?
While you are pondering
that question, also consider a
volleyball squad from
western Kentucky playing in
a national tournament
against schools not just from
the West Coast, where
volleyball is king, but
against teams that were once
ranked nationally but failed
to make the NCAA
tournament.
While Murray State
University seems to be a fish
out of water this weekend, the
volleyball squad and the
women's basketball team are
bringing some recognition to
the University... and much
needed recognition to a
school currently known for a
23-point loss on national
television in basketball.

Don't get me wrong. The
score of the Murray-Indiana
game certainly did not
reflect the team's actual
performance, but there is
more to this University than
just men 's basketball and
Popeye Jones, who, even
though gone, is still
affiliated with the University
in the minds of basketball
fans. Volleyball and
women's basketball is
taking a step in that
direction to showing it.
Why is this important?
As much as one would hate
to say it or would like to
debate it, for a small
university like Murray,
national tournaments or
those with nationally
recognized sports teams
provide a great way to
market a university. They
are a way to let out-of-state
students know you exist.
Establishing a name in
collegiate sports can then
allow a school to establish a
name in high schools
throughout the nation, and a
price can not be put on that
type of marketing.
Much gratitude needs to be
extended from this
University to Brenda Bowlin,
head volleyball coach, and
Kelly Breazeale, head
women's basketball coach.
These two women have
fought hard to bring their
programs to the status they
are now enjoying. They have
accomplished it in little time
· and with limited resources.
While the University will
reap the benefits of their hard
work, the question that now
needs to be answered is
whether the University will
share the rewards with the
coaches?

UK invitational features
mismatched Lady Racers
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

If coach Kelly Breazeale was looking for a
way to prove her young team, she may have
found a bad way to do it.
Murray State University's Lady Racers
enter a David and Goliath situation this
weekend, playing as the underdog in the
Lady Kat Invitational. Joining them will be
the University of Kentucky, the University of
Conneticut and George Washington University.
The Racers will open against the
Wildcats. But that is the good news. The
'Cats are only predicted to finish eleventh
out of 12 teams in the Southeastern
Conference.
"We can beat Kentucky," said Derrick
Flowers, assistant coach for the Lady
Racers.
Flowers, who scouted UK in their BlueWhite scrimmage game, said the Racers
can match up with the SEC team. But he said
to do that the girls are going to have to be
aggresive on the boards.
"If we don't give 100 percent on the boards,
we are not going to do well at this tournament," he said.
While Kentucky's low rank in their
conference looks inviting for a Murray State
upset, the SEC has six teams ranked in the
top-25.
And win or lose, the Lady Racers will
have to match up against a top-25 team.
George Washington is currently ranked 13th
in the nation, while UConn is ranked 15th.
But coach Breazeale said she is trying to
make sure her players are not intimidated
by the teams.
"We are playing top-caliber competition.
You have to play top-caliber basketball," she
said.
"You have to play the girl in the uniform,
not the name on the uniform."
Breazeale also said the key to winning

THE END
The emotions started to show after the Murray State
University-Western Kentucky University football Nov. 21.
The game marked an end for Mike Mahoney at Murray
State, but Marcus Kimbrell ," a sophomore outside
linebacker, returns to the squad next year. Mahoney's
record at Murray was 23-41-1.

Search committee narrows coaching field down to five
Staff Report

A 71-applicant list was narrowed to
five Wednesday as Murray State
University continued its search for a
new head football coach.
The coaches will be brought to the
University for interviews next week,
and Mike Strickland, athletic director, said the interviews will follow
the same format as the interviews
for the head basketball coaching
position did.
"I'm excited about the people we
will be interviewing," Strickland
said in a press release. "The
committee had an excellent pool to
pick from and it will be interesting
to see what now develops in our

hiring process."
Craig Cason, head coach of Morehouse College in Atlanta, will be the
first interviewee on Sunday. Cason
turned around a losing football
squad at the Division 2 school,
compiling a 12-9 record and earning
Coach-of-the-Year honors from the
Southern Inter-collegiate Athletic
Conference in 1991.
Gary Nord, offense coordinator for
the University of Louisville, will
follow Cason on Monday. Nord has
been with the Cardinals for 16 years,
having been the only assistant to
stay on staff after Howard
Schnellenberger took over the team.

On Tuesday, the search committee
will interview Dicky Clark,
defensive coordinator for the
University of Georgia. Clark, who
coordinates the rushing defense for
the BUlldogs, has been with Georgia
for 11 years.
Mike Deal, an offensive coach for
the University of Illinois, will
follow Clark. Deal has coached the
Illini offensive line for the past four
years, during which time the team
has posted a 30-16-1 record and a Big
10 Conference championship.
Leon Hart, head coach for Elon
College in North Carolina, will be
the last candidate interviewed. Hart

earned Coach-of-the-Year this year
from the South Atlantic Conference,
falling one game short of the of
making the NAIA playoffs. Hart is
also familiar with the Ohio Valley
Conference, having been an
offensive coach under Roy Kidd,
head coach of Eastern Kentucky
University.
Strickland told the Racer Athletic
Association on Wednesday the key
to turning the team around will be to
keep a positive attitude on campus
and in the team during the
interviews and the transitional
period.

Hopes of OVC success in NIVC ride on Racers
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

To coin a phrase, Brenda
Bowlin bad a smashing
debut as bead coach of the
Murray State University
volleyball team.
Bowlin, who is in her first
year as a division 1 head
coach, finished her f1rst year
in the Ohio Valley Conference with a championship
victory over conference favorite Austin Peay State University.
A 22-9 record and a
conference trophy was good
enough to earn the team a bid
to the National Invitational
Volleyball Championship.
The bid returns the OVC to
the tournament after a year's
absence.
"The NIVC was my goal
this year," Bowlin said.

University of Loyola Marymount in their pool.
Geri Polvino, head coach
for Eastern Kentucky UniThere will be Round-Robin play in each pool Friday and Saturday with the team with the best
versity's volleyball team, a
record In each pool moving into the championship round on Sunday.
squad that handed !4urray
PooiB
Pool A
one of its losses, said the
tournament will provide the
toughest competition the team
has ever met.
"Murray is going into a
national
caliber tournafinals
ment," Polvino said. "They
semifinals 1 - - - - - - - - t semifinals
Poole
better take helmets with
them."
Being the underdog,
though, is no problem for a
team that was only predicted
to finish fifth in the conference, Bowlin said.
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
Source: NIVC
"I'm sure there is going to
be a lot of people overlooking
Murray State heads into the the tournament but also as University, George Wash- us." she said.
"It is going to be a good
tournament not only as one the biggest underdog, having ington University, Northern
of the lowest funded teams in Southwest Missouri State Illinois University and the experience for us," she said.

National Invitational Volleyball Championships
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Who are these guys?

Stewart Stadium can
seat approximately
17,000 people.
However, this year's
attendance only
averaged about 4,000
people per game. Here
are some highlights of
this year's attendance:
TenneS&ee Westem
State
Kentucky
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Tennessee Peay
Source: OVC

Will be to control the boards, both on offense
and defense.
"It all boils down to boards," she said.
"One shot at each bucket will not do it."
Working the paint for the Lady Racers
will be veteran Mechelle Shelton, who will be
starting at center. At 6-4, Shelton has the
size, and .B reazeale said Flowers has been
working with her game, as well as Amy
Lassiter's, who is a 6-3 freshman.
Kriete Haberer, starting forward, and
Stephanie Gray, a 5-8 freshman forward,
will also be crucial in crashing the boards.
"When (Gray) comes in, things happen,"
Breazeale said.
She said Gray helps move up the tempo,
and controlling the tempo of the game is
what Breazeale said she wants to do this
weekend.
Offensively, the Lady Racers are potent
from the perimeter. Jennifer Parker and
Rachelle Cadwell are starting at the guard
spots. Parker is known for her three-point
shot and Cadwell sets the team's offense.
Assisting them will be a third guard, but
Breazeale said she is not sure who will fill
that spot.
"We have so much talent in that spot," she
said.
Rotating in could be Kristi Snell and
Melissa Shelton, veteran players who have
the maturity to know when to take the shots
and when to pass.
"We want to play the percentages,"
Breazeale said. "The girls want to know
where to take the shots from."
That could mean playing the inside game,
though, and that could be a problem for the ~
team. Breazeale said her squad has the size,
but they lack the experience to dominate the
paint.
Win or lose, though, Breazeale said she
just wants to know her girls are ready to
play basketball.
''We have got some firey kids," she said.
"I don't think they will disappoint me."

Tech

Underestimating your opponent could mean
the difference between a convincing win or an
embarrassing loss.
While the Racers beat Campbellsville College, 93-80, on Tuesday, the win was hardly
Impressive for the Racers who were expected to
blow out the NAtA school.
"I think we kind of took this team for granted,"
said Marcus Brown, starting guard for the 1-1
Racers.
Story on page 12

Racer of the Week
Brenda Bowlin, head coach of the
Murray State University volleyball team,
has been named The Murray State
News' Racer of the Week.
Bowlin, who took over the reigns of
the team two weeks before school
started, coached the team to its first
winning season ever, posting a 22-9
mark and second place in the Ohio Valley Conference.
A four-game win in the OVC Volleyball Championships against Austin
Peay State University also propelled
the girls into the National Invitational
Volleyball Tournament.

Brenda Bowlin
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Where•s the
Poor defense allows Campbellsville College to stay in game

Sharp Shooters take
women's championship
By JEFF DREWS
Reporter

By SCOTT NANNEY

• disa ppointed at h alftime. I

A matter of mistakes characterized the women's intramural
preseason basketball championship Monday night .
With the score 26-24, Just Hooping had the lead with less than
three minutes left in regulation. Then the intramural supervisors
r uled they had mistakenly given Just Hooping two extra points.
Now. with the score tied at 24-24, a steal by Derra Mitchell gave
the Hoopers the ba ll with less than ·a minute left. However, a
crucial turnover allowed the Sharp Shooters to come from behind
to win 28-26 on clutch basket by Angie Monroe with just nine
seconds left.
J ust Hooping crushed the Sharp Shooters in the first half by
holding them to .333 shooting and taking a 19·12 lead. The glass
was dominated by the Hoopers as they were able to attempt 19
more shots than the Sharp Shooters. Just Hooping forced nine turnovers in the first half while only surrendering four of their own.
The second half started out as a battle of turnovers, bad shot
selection, jump balls and poor offensive movement. With less than
10 minutes left in the second half, the first field goal was finally in
the books.
The Shooters exhibited great mental toughness and team
defense. They regained their poise and hit five of eight field goals
to tie the game and in the process grabbed six offensive rebounds.
Their defense forced two key turnovers in the final minute and
held the previously hot Hoopers to just shooting 14 percent
shooting in the second half.
"At the end, we used team work and we alJ blocked out sp we
could rebound," said Regina Gilbert, an senior occupationalwety
and health major from Hickman.
Gilbert's emotion was high during her team's comeback.
Poor decision making, fatigue and a crucial turnover buried the
chances of victory for the Hoopers.
.
Just Hooping teammates Sara McDonald and Darra Mitchell
said they believed fatigue played an important part in the second
half.
, .
"They out hustled us and they were going for the ball more than
us,'' said Mitchell, a freshman math major from New Concord.
The number of foul shots attempted was also crucial. The
Hoopers had only two while the Sharp Shooters had seven in the
second half.

t old them , r egardless of
whether we wou or not , if we
didn't get done what I wanted
accomplished we would stay
(after the game) until it was
done," Edgar said.
After t h e explosion by
Edgar at halftime, the Racers
came out on fir e in t h e
ope n ing minu tes of t h e
second half with two threepoint baskets by Frank Allen
and six point s from Bussell
during a 12-0 run. The
Racer 's lead 58-46.
Once Again an anem ic
Racer defe·n se let the Tigers
back into the game. After a
three-pointer and two layup&,
the MSU lead was cut "to five
points.
The outcome was n ot
decided
un til
11 :29
remaining in the game.
Bailey connected on a pair of
free throws and a three-point
shot to spark a nine point run
by the Racers.
From
that
p oin t
Campbellsville came wit hin
no more than 12 points of the
lead as MSU pulled away for
the victory.
"I think we guarded the
ball on defense a lot better in
the second half. We cam e
back out quicker and
finished better on fa st·
breaks," Edgar said. "On a
scale from one to ten I would
probably r ate this as a five.
Thank goodness we shot the
ball well or it would h ave
been a long night."
E dgar said Cannon and
Bailey shot well and Bussell
made m any things happen
on the defensive side of t he

Staff Writer

How poorly can the Murray
State University m en' s
basketball team play?
That is one of the many
question s head coach Scott
Edgar has after seeing his
team come out with only a 9380 victory over an NAIA
s chool Tuesday night a t
Racer Arena.
"The team I hoped would
show up tonight didn't show
up," Edgar said of his squad.
"We were totally lost on
defense and were out of
control on offense."
It looked as though thB
Racers would run away with
the game early as expected.
With baskets by Racer
newcomers Lawrence BU88el,
Marcus Brown and Michael
James, Murray State jumped
out to a 10-2 lead.
But the Tigers clawed their
way back with three layups
and a three-point field goal
for an 11-10 lead.
After a layup by Brown,
Campbellsville connected on
two three-pointers and a
layup for a 19-12 Tiger
advantage
with
11: 19
remaining in the first half.
Again it looked as .if the
Racera would pull away with
a big win midway through
the first half with a 15-0 run
to give MSU a 33-24 lead.
In other Monday night play off games...
During the 1'Wl, a thunderous
• Camo Crew came from 13 points down to upset the Ben Gay
dunk by Antwan Hoard olf a
Boys. Jason Milligan sank two game winning free·throws fo clinch
steal by Maurice Cannon
the 46-44 victory.
,' , .
sent the Racer Arena crowd
With 30 seconds left. and a chance to win, the Ben Gay Bpys com·
mitted a costly turnover that proved to be the death-nail M· the
int o a frenzy and forced a
1
~am .
•
Campbellaville timeout.
•
David
Russell
connected
on
six
three·pointers
and
finisht>d
with
.Not willing to lie. down and
25 points whi1e Chris Holhubner tossed in 21 points as Hit and
die, Campbellsville once
Lawrence Bussel showed strength on this dunk, but the team Run ran away with ~ 89-66 victory over the AGRs.
again fought their way back.- JA•ll·
04 -... _.
into the game with rune of' · ,
r
failed to show power against the NAIA school In a 93·80 win .
Hit and Run dominated the game the entire way leading 43-26
four and . s ix p oints to
'They came out and played
at the break.
eventually tie the score at 46- a
pretty good
game . opponents in this particular half," Brown said.
• The Tame Cats were tamed by Just Win 1. Shawn Shelby lead
46 t halftime
Lawrence (Bussell) really game.
The Racer's , 1-1, will Just Win 1 with 23 points in an 82-51 blow out.
D~guated ~ith his team's improved ? n defe~se and is
Bred 1 stayed alive by beating Road Kill U 63-51. Willie Wilder
"I think we kind of took return to the court December
performance, Edgar stormed one of .. this ~am s unsung this t eam for granted. We 4-6 against Rice University and Jason Karem combined had 36 points for the Breds. Brett
off the court and into the h eroes, he 881d.
weren't m entally ready to in the first game of the US Isaacs scored 16 points for Road Kill II.
locker room with 20 secon ds . Br own, a freshmen guard, play, but coach Edgar got Weat Cellular .. Air u:T.ime, • The Sinners out lasted the Big Guns in a 57-54 victory. &ott
left in the half.
i a i d • th e--·- R a c er'tt mad a t halftime and it Tournament rqli -\ 8.-a'ltle;.• Lady tiad 20 points for the victorious Sinners. Alan Youngblood
was the high man for the Big Guns with 13 points.
"They ..knew~. I
~ as Mnd e r e s tim a ted
t h e ir h elped '!S out in the second Wash. ·

•
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•
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··Interior 'Design
Stutfents

OPEN HOUSE
"Interior 'lJesign 'Briaging tlie Patli.s Witli
tlie !future'
Vee. 6, 8, & 9
'Dec. 6 - Manufactured home opened up mobUe home In K-Mart parking lot.
Open at 1:30 p.m~
'Dec. 8 - Second fioor AppUed Science North
Building 1n Social Area 9 a.m. 3 p .m. Speakers for Publlc from
3 - 7 p.m.
'Dec. 9- Speakers 9 a.m. - 3 p.m . for Interior ·
design students.

Love,
Sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma

DEC. 12, 8P.M.
$20.00 Reserved

~
SIU Arena •

Charge by Phone:

618-453-5341
24 HOUR HOILINE

Tlckeh avaJlable at:
DJsc Jockey ReoordsOaks Mall

Shop Murray's PIER 1 this Friday & Saturday for our Annual

DRA WQAQDOSCOUNT
And SAVE

5 to

~/0

SAt!E

on every purchase ...

STC> R E ' W 7 ' I D E !
Fliday 9 a .m. to 8 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p .m.

Congratu{a#ons
to the new

haGammaDe
Novitiates
· ~ou've dotte a great jo6!
LcJVt.,
your .sistt.r.s in
Jil{pfia gamma Vefta
Universtty Plaza. .. on Chestnut St.. .. Munay

OPEN WEEKNIGHTS TO. 8 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A .M.- 6 P.M. SUNDAY 1 P.M. - 5 P .M.

.*•
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SPORTS NOTEBOOK
Equestrian team looks impressive

Resulrs of the OVC toum.,.,t held at
CISIMvile, TN.

usu

15

•

11 15 15

MTSU 10 1S 15 12 11

Outstanding performances were in order for members
of the Murray State University equestrian team when the
intercollegiate horse show recently concluded at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
The Racer riders accumulated two championship team
honors and eight individual firsts out of the 10 events.
The MSU team was named Reserve High Point Hunt
Seat Champion on the first day of competition and then
r eturned to capture the High Point Hunt Seat
championship on day-two.
In addition, many of the Murray State representatives
were honored for their outstanding performances.
Marshall County residents Misty Rehkop, a sophomore
pre-vet major, and Karol Wolff, a sophomore
agribusiness and economics major, turned in good
performances.
Rehk.op emerged victorious in the Intermediate Stock
Seat (Western), while Wolff was runner-up. Wolff also
took second place honors in the Beginner Walk-TrotCanter (English).
Marshea Boaz, a junior pre-vet major from Hickory,
and Rennie Church, a senior criminal justice major
from Paducah were also in winner's row.
·
The 'duo placed third in the Beginner Stock Seat
(Western).

Four honored by rodeo team
Members of the Murray State University Rodeo team
took time out to show their appreciation to several people
who were instrumental in continuing Rodeo at MSU on
the opening night of the recently concluded fall
Intercollegiate Rodeo at the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
Amidst the action of broncs, bulls and rodeo clowns,
rodeo club president David Sharp took time out to
recognize on behalf of the team university president
Ronald J . Kurth; Thomas B. Auer, dean of the College of
Industry and Technology; MSU Rodeo Booster Club
president Bill T. Barton; and vice president David
Wilcox.
Sharp, a senior agribusiness major from Jonesboro,
Ga. , presented plaques to the foursome for their
cooperation and dedication t o the continuation of the
rodeo program.
The intercollegiate rodeo competition attracted
collegians from approximately 17 schools which saw
three of MSU's team members fmishing third in the
saddle bronc, calf roping and bull riding events.

ID~h!IShlll LII~IEI
KILLS • Murray State (58) Ueliaa
Webater 20, Renee Bailey 17, sarah
Dearworth 12, Sarah Boland 5, Denise
Donnelly 2, Scacy Geralds 1, Bonnie
Bagninski 1.
ASSISTS • Murray State (45) Oeniae
Donnelly 3 4, Bonnie Bagninakl 10,
s..l'l Oearwor1h 1.

DIGS • Murray State (~) Renee Bailey
17. Denise Donnelly 17, Sarah Boland
17, Sarah Oearworth 15, Belinda Rubio
12. Beth Balr 9, Tammy Elder 4, Bonnie
Bagnlnski 4, Stacy Gerald& 3, Ueliaa
Webater 1.

The ecore at the end of the Weetern Kentucky University game Nov. 21 typified the
season for the Racers.

SERVICE ACES - Murray State (11)
Sarah Boland 4, Sarah Oearworth 3,
Beth Bair 2, Belinda Rubio 1. Renee

Eo.fl.lb.ll.ll

Bailey1.

OVC School Standings.
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MSU 12 15 14 15 15
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KILLS • Murray State (74) Uellaa
Webater 22, Renee Bailey 21 , Sarah
Dearworth 20, Sarah Boland 4, Bonnie
Bagninski 4, Denise Donnelly 2, Belinda
Rubio 1.
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TTU
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ASSISTS - Murray State (63) Denise
Donnelly 59, Belinda Rubio 2, Bonnie
Bagnlnski 1, Sarah Oearworlh 1.

APSU

UTM

DIGS • Murray State (92) Belinda
Rubio 21 , Oeniae Donnelly 18, Sarah
Oearworth 17, Renee Bailey 13, Tammy
Elder 8, Sarah Boland 7, Beth Balr 6,
Bomie Bagninaki 1, Uelisa Webster 1.
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APSU 13 15 11 12
MSU 15 13 15 15
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KILLS • Murray State (75) UeMaa
Webslier 29, Renee Bailey 22, Sarah
Dearworth 16, Bonnie Bagninaki 4,
Sarah Boland 2, Belinda Rubio 1, Denise
OoMelly 1.
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SERVICE ACES - Murray Sta-. (11)
Sarah Oearworth 4. Saiah Boland 3,

fE

22.4
24.5
32.8
28.2

t.O

ASSISTS • Murray State (66) Denise
Donnelly 63, Bonnie Bagninskl1 , Sarah
Dearworth 1, Sarah Boland 1.
DIGS - Murray State (123) Renee
Bailey 39, Oeniae Donnelly 22, Sarah
Boland 20, Sarah Oearworth 15, Belinda
Rubio 10, Beth Bair 8, Uelisa Webalier 4,
Stacy Gerraldl3, Amy Rhodes 1.
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SERVICE ACES - Murray State (13)
Renee Bailey 4, Betinda Rubio 3, Sarah
Oearworth 2. Beth Bailr 2, Denise
Donnelly 2.
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The numbers behind the action

CIASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Thanka to the brothera of Alpha Gamma Rho for an awesome nnerl We had a blast!
Love. tt1e alstera of Alpha
Omicron PI

INTERNAnQNAL EMPLOY·
MENT- Make money teaching
English abroad. Japan and

SPRINGBREAKERS.
Promote our Florida Sprtng Break
pacl<agea. Earn MONEY and
FREE trtpa. Orgarize St.W.L
or LARGE groupa. Campus
Mart<etlng. 800-423-5264

Congralulatlona Hekil Helas Alpha Sigma Alpha active of
the monthl We love you I

Alpha Gams had tun at our
Chrlatmaa Rush Party. Cathet1ne, You did a wonderful ]obi
Thanks to the Pike pledges for
all of your hard WOfk raking our
le&Yeal We appreciated ttl
Love, the slateraof Alpha Delta

PI
Thank you Alpha Tau Omega
pledges for the great job raking
leaves at the Alpha Delta PI
houael Wereallyappreclateltl
Or. Dave - Good Luck tomor·
rowl Once they meet you, I

know they wlll wantyoul l.ove,

Jen
The Murray Stale Newawishes
weryone good luck on ftnalal

1be

Taiwan. Make$2,()00..$4,000+
permonth. Manyprovlderoom
& board + other beneflt.al FInancially & Culturally rewardIng! For International Employ·
ment program and application,
call the International Employ·
ment Group: (206) 632-1146
eX1. J5538.
FREE TRIPS AND MONEYII
lnci'Acblla and StudentOrgan·
zatlona wanted to ptom0te the

Hottest Spring Break Destlna·
tlons, call the nation's leader.
Inter-Campus Programs 1·
800-327-6013.
FAST EASY INCOMEI Earn

$1COO's Monthly Stuffing Envelope&. Send Setf·Addreased
Envelope To: Income Opportunities. 80 E. Chestnut, Box
179, Chicago, IL 80611
HELP SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT! PLEASERECYC~

lnstruciDri'Counselor - Part-

time Instructorneeded to liNch
In an addctlon counseling
program In the local nrea.
Teaching exp8flence not neoesaary, though pl8fened. Uuat
have a Bachelor's degf88 In
Counseling or rallded field.
AMnc:ed degrees Pf8fen'ed.
Jobexper1encelnthecounsel·
lng field helpful. Send ~
letter, reaume and olllc:lal ~
acrtpta to: Frank Alvey, Stale
0118doc', 137 W. Walnut. Leba.·

non, Kentucky, 40033-1468.

Please help me tounderatand,
why druga are In such great
demand. It seems to me that
America'spullons - buebell,
hot-doge, and apple pie
Include the act cA getting highI

-don,

Just a thought.

Murray State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
o.dllne..- Wednesday at noon

Place your classlfteds In room 111 of Wlbon Hall or send thn to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Pre-hymtnlf Requ/nJd

Clos8d on weeklnis and holidays.

Delicious mckory-Smoked Bar-B-Q
. . :
~·
Friday a: Saturday
Night Buffet
BBQ Rlba, FJsh,
Chlcka. • Coalltry

TJ's Special-

Large BBQ & Fries
o nly

$2.49!

THE PLACE AIN'T FANCY BUT BBO IS GOOD FOOD!

806 Chestuut

•

GREEI( S & Cl U8 S

RAISE A COOL
11000

If JUIT OtE WIIKI

PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No ob!iprion No COIL
Youlllo Jll• nr&
IIEADPIIONI UDIO
jult lx c::alliDi

1-800-J.ll-0528, E& 65

NOTICE

Chrisbnas is
lae!
It's the best
time of year!
You should
rarnemla' all
of your friends
far and neart
So ramember a

The Advertlalng Club will meet
Oeclember 8th at 4 p.m. In
'NIIaon 213 forthe lutttmetta

aemestar. Chlt8trMa party
theme. All memberl and proepec:ttve members welcof'lwl
It Is prcb8bly In your beltlnler·
e.t to begin studying tor flnalt
rtghtnowl

frtand and sand
hlm,4a a classified
lhrough
TheMUJ:Tay

State News.

INDEX
RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

6REEKMRSONALS
ROOMMAlES

Every word over twenty wards

FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HaP WANTED

With MSU 10: 10¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

BUSINESS

SERVICES

LOST&FOUND

RIDES
IISC.

NOTICE

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
~··

HELP WANTED

753-0045

THANK YOU FOR
YOUR SUPPORT

Alpha Tau Gamma
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Omicron PI
Sigma Tau Gamma
Gamma Xi Ch apter
Alpha Gamma Delta
Inter-Fraternity Councn

~

Pkase Join 'Us
in Cek6rating tlie
:J{o{iiay Season at MSU
witn

'~u m'

rurru rtnttr'

Saturtfay, tJJec. 5 6-10 p.m.

ana

1

Wanging t~ green'
Suntfay, tJJec. 6
4 p.m. reception, 5 p.m. ceremony

'lJon't Miss tnis Murray State tJratfitUm!
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TRAVEL
Conti,nued from Page 1

Mike Strickland, athletic
director, said there was no
problem getting the money
because
Bowlin
had
managed her funds so well
this year. He said her
recruiting budget would not
be hurt to fund the trip.
But Bowlin said there
needs to be other ways to fund
her post season play.
"We are hoping the
conference
will build
something in," she said.
Gere Polvino, chairwoman
of the volleyball coaches
association in the Ohio
Valley Conference, said the
OVC provided $2,000 for the
trip to the NIVC but withdrew

PIKES
Continued from Page 1

wanted time to get out of
town," he said. "They were
going to come back the next
morning and repair the
phone lines themselves.n
Chaney said this type of
incident is not allowed by the
fraternity.

Photo by JUD COOK

FUN AND GAMES
Michael Gage, a senior graphic design major from
Indianapolis, Ind., demonstrates how to play hacky
sack, a game played by keeping a small ball In the air
using only a player's feet.

JUDICIAL
Continued from Page 1

The hazing policy applies
to student organizations,
individual students, faculty,
etaff and vieiton to campUS.
' The University Judicial
Board is composed of three
jmembers of the student
rjudicial board, three faculty
and
one
!members
ladministrati ve
staff
!member .
1 The board's policy states
that it will maintain a record
of pertinent evidence
1
, presented and the decision
The decision
1rendered.
"shall
be
based
upon the
1
1preponderance
of the
:evidence in the case as a
whole."

i

"First of all, they never
should have done it because
that's reverse hazing.
Instead of an active hazing a
pledge, that's pledges hazing
an active, and that's not
allowed," he said. "That'e
not allowed by Pi Kappa
Alpha; it's against our
rules."
Chaney said the chapter
had no prior knowledge of
the incident.

If the recommendation •
Restitution
or
calls for suspension or reimbursement to the
expulsion, it will be reviewed University in an amount not
by the University appe81s to exceed the damage or loss
board.
incurred.
The board has several
The board can also
options
in
imposing
recommend
suspension from
eanctions., and the board is
not limited to using one the University and expu.Ieion
sanction, according to the of tlie etudent.
code. Sanctions include:
Although the University
• Referral to alternative judicial board will meet and
services such as counseling.
hear
the
case,
the
• Written warning that the Interfraternity Council is not
student's
actions
are expected to take any action,
said Brian Wilmuth, IFC
unacceptable.
• Loss of privileges which president.
includes
denial
of
"Right now, IFC is not
participation in certain having anything to do with it
activities or removal from a (the PKA situation)," he said.
living group.
"Our position is that they
• Probation that cannot haven't violated any (IFC)
exceed 12 months.
by-laws."

December 4, 1992

the money because the
conference does not do the
same for other sports.
Polvino said the schools
need to work on getting the
conference to support the postseason tournament if the
OVC wants to ensure their
teams can go. To do that, she
said the conference needs to
have a school post a win at
the tournament, something
that baa not been done in the
existence of the 4-year-old
event.
"It would be easier to
justify funding post-season
play," she said.
For teams that qualify for
NCAA-sponsored post-season
play, money is reimbursed to
the school for their
expenditures. The NIVC is
not sponsred by the NCAA.

"Had we had prior
knowledge, it wouldn't have
happened. This is pledges
that don't know all you're
supposed to know yet, that's
why they're still doing
pledgeahip," he said.
Chaney said this incident
was the reeult of poor
judgement and recklessness.
"It was terrible judgement.
It was even reckless
behavior, but was not
criminal behavior," he said.
"They were just young and
dumb.
'There is no question that
these boys screwed up
royally, but there is also no
question that these boys are
not criminals. They're not
evil,'' he said.
Chaney
said
the
satisfaction of the Clarks is
the primary concern of the
fraternity.

IADVERTISE IN The Murray State News ]
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TIRED OF THE DORM?
Spend the spring semester In the comforts of home at
505 Pine Street 11uee students can rent thJs very
clean 3 bedroom house with a storage ceDar and a very
large back yard for $118 a month per person plus
deposit and utilities. Faculty owned. No pets please.
ean 762-4483 during the day Cl: 753-7210 after 5 p.m.

l

Love, the S~ters of 9Jp~ SWma %pfw

LIBRARY
Continued from Page 1

complete title of a book. It can
look for certain words," she
said.
Harmon said tHe U8taty
staff will be available to help
people uee the computere,
although they should be selfexplanatory.
Dunman said the project is
put the initial phase, but it's
not ready to be up and
running yet.
"We've almost completed
loading the records," she
said, "and we're in the
training phase right now.
The people who sold us the
system are training the
librarians."
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Thanb 10 1110h
STUDENTS

'

HeUliHell1
for a wonderful
Foantler'• Day Formal!
Love_, Your Sisters in
Alpna Sign~ a Alpha

CJaeaut IIJDs Shapplq Ceater
Murray
75J.7695

Ghle yoar Deeemher sales a BOOST

Advertise with The Murray State News

Announcement
Panhellenic Rush
All girls are eligible to sign up

Dec. 7-11
10 a.rn.-2 p.m.
in the Curris Center

